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SMMR SIMULATOR RADIATIVE TRANSFER CALIBRATION MODEL
II: ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
S. Link, C. D. Calhoon, and B. Krupp
Microwave Sensors Branch
ABSTRACT
Passive microwave measurements performed from earth orbit can be used to pro-
vide global data on a wide range of geophysical and meteorological phenomena. A
Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) is being flown on the Nimbus-G
satellite. (A second SMMR was flown on the now inoperative Seasat-A satellite.) The
SMMR Simulator duplicates the frequency bands utilized in the spacecraft instruments
through an amalgamate of radiometer systems. Data taken using the SMMR simulator
is bcin,_ used b the scientific community for improving interpretation of the space-
craft data.
This document presents a calibration model developed for the SNIMR Simulator
Radiometer systems. The algoritlun in this document utilizes data from the fall 1978
NASA CV-990 Nimbus-G undertligltt test series and subsequent laboratory testing.
Portions of the material for this document were compiled and revised from the
reports given in the Reference list. NASA Technical Memorandum 80244 is included
in its entirety.
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SMMR SIMULATOR RADIATIVE TRANSFER CALIBRATION MODEL
II: ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Background
The SMMR Simulator is an aircraft instrument which has been built to simulate the physics
of the scanning multichannel microwave radiometer (SMMR) flown on the Nimbus-7 and Seasat
satellites. This is an earth oriented microwave radiometer system which measures important ocean-
ographic and meteorological characteristics needed to increase man's understanding of the ocean/
atmosphere interface and its influence on world weather and climate.
The instrument provides data for the measurement of the ocean energy transfer parameters
such as sea surface temperature, sea surface roughness (including foam, from which sea surface
winds can be inferred), precipitation, and the sea/air heat exchange. Another objective is the map-
ping of polar ice coverages and the determination of the locai age of the ice canopy.
The SMMR can also provide large scale data on land surfaces. Typical land surface data would
include average soil moisture, extent of snowpack cover, and an indication of melting of snow on
land areas having sufficient homogeneity (e.g., Great Plains of the United States).
The water present in the atmosphere. whether it is in the form of vapor, non-raining cloud
water droplets, or rain, will affect the measured surface radiometric temperatures. These quantities
must also be measured, therefore, in order that corrections to the surface data can be made.
The SMMR simulator duplicates the frequency bands utilized on the spacecraft instrument
through an amalgamate of radiometer systems. These systems operate at center frequencies of
6.6. 10.7. 18.0. 21.0. and 37GHz. Each system operates in a receiver "time-share" mode such
that readings are taken of both the vertically and horizontally polarized components of the received
power. The antennas, mounted so as to provide a 45° view angle from nadir, all have 6' beam-
widths ivaking the svNtenl incident field-of-view approximately 1, 10 of the aircraft altitude.
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The S%1MR simulator was flown on the NASA CV-990 during 1976. 1977 and 1978. Air-
craft observations made with the SMMR simulator are useful in algorithm development, cross-
calibration of the satellite data via underflight observations, high-resolutieaa studies of the sea sur-
face, and determinations of atmospheric water vapor and liquid water profiles.
The raw data obtained in a SMMR simulator observation are in the form of radiometer out-
put voltages. These data must be calibrated before they can be analyzed in terms of the physical
process producing the emission; that is, the radiometer output voltage must be related quantita-
tively to the intensity of the microwave radiation incident on the SMMR collection system.
This study is concerned with the development of ::.3 algorithia for calibration of the SMMR
simulator.
This study derives the "exact" calibration equation by applying microwave radiative transfer
theory to the SMMR simulator collection system. The system calibration algorithm is developed
from this calibration equation usin%: 	 111eJsureable parameters. 1 7or purposes of system
calibration, it is assuned the power received by the radiometer system at the radome interface
represents the absolute or true temperature of the scene being dewed. Any atmospheric
nomenu or cross coupling abberations are treated as part of the true temperature.
1.2 Instrument lleritage
Passive microwave tnea.urenients performed from earth orbit can be used to provide global data oil
a wide ranee of geophysical and meteorological phenomena. The use of such nieasuremcnt techniques
fur remotcly.cir;ms: earth'sitmosplicre and surface has been revicwcd by Stachn and by Tutniyasu.l
The use of passive microwave imagers for remote sensing of earth surface parameters was
started in carnc+t in 1467 with the installation of the electrically scanned microwave radiometer
(MIR) on-board the NASA ('V-990 airborne laboratory.
Tile LSMR was used to study a variety of phenomena involving the surface of tllc earth and
t`	 its atitlosplierc.3-10
 This imaging radiometer operates at a wavelength of 1.SScnl. ;i t.^^ uYte
ti	 ,
evident that the ESMR co-Ad be used to infer the extent, the concentration, and the age of sea
,cc the extent, concentration and thickness of lake ice; rainfall rates over oceans; surface wind
speeds over open water. particle size distribution in the deep snow cover of continental ice sheets;
and nail moisture content in unvegetated fields.
The first experiments to use microwave techniques from earth orbit for remote sensing of
geophysical phenomena were performed from the Soviet COSMOS-253 and COSMOS-384 satellite
in 1968 and 1970, respectively.I 1.12 The COSMOS experiments performed measurements at
wavelengths of 8.5, 3.4, '..35 and 0.8cm for observing surface features such as ice in polar regions,
and for observing atmospheric water vapor and liquid water over oceanic areas.
An ESMR hr ;icen operational, also at a wavelength of 1.55 cm, on the Nimbus 5 satellite
since its launch in December 1972 and has been obtaining information on rainfall rates and sea
ice cover on a global basis since that time.13
The other microwave experiment on Nimbus-5, the Nimbus-E Microwave Spectrometer
(HEMS) performed nadir observations with live channels operating at wavelengths between 1.35
and 0.5cm to obtain measurements, principally. of the atmospheric temperaturc profile, and of
atmospheric water vapor and liquid water over oceanic arcas.14
Several additional microwave experiments from earth orbit have been performed by the United
States since Nimbus-5. The Skylab missions in 1973 and 1974 carried a radiometer operating at
21 cm wavelength. 15 Nimbus-6 launched in June 1975. carries an Electrically Scanned Microwave
Radiometer (1:S,%1R) operating at 0.8cm wavelength, which is inure sensitive to atmospheric water
than the Nimbus-5 L•.SMR and scans the earth in a conical manner. keeping the an* of incidence
of the observation constant to case interpretation. 16 Nimbus-6 also carried a Scanning Microwave
Spectrometer (SCAMS) which is similar to the Nimbus-5 NEMS. but has a scanning anunna for
1,toducutg inuges.17
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The radiation received by the ESMR imaging radiometers on-board a satellite is a combination
of the contributions from both the atmosphere and the surface of the earth. In general it is not
possible to separate these phenomena with the information in a single radiometer channel, thus re-
quiring multi-spectral imaging techniques to unscramble the combined contributions of the atmo-
sphere and the surface. An early effort in this direction has been accomplished on Nimbus 5 & 6
using NEMS and SCAMS.
A scanning multichannel microwave radiometer (SMMR) is being flown on the Nimbus-7 and
Seasat satJlites. 18 This is a ten-channel instrument in which the wavelengths to be observed are
0.8, 1 J, 1.7, 2.8, and 4.5 cm, and with both polarizations to be observed at each wavelength.
A summary of the properties of the surface of the earth and its atmosphere thought to be
extractable from SMMR data are listed in Table 1-1.
The advent of the Space Transportation System (Space Shuttle) in 1980 will make feasible a
new generation of microwave earth observations experiments. The increased volume and weight
payload accommodations of the Shuttle will allow larger antenna structures to be used for earth
observations experiments than previously possible. These larger antenna structures will provide
substantially improved spatial resolution at wavelengths which have been used on prior experiments,
and will make feasible the use of longer wavelengths not previously used for earth observations.
Because of advancement in microwave radiometer technology at the shorter wavelengths, it will
also be feasible to use shorter wavelengths for observation than previously possible.
1.3 Scientific Background
1.3.1 Physics of Microwave Radiative Transfer
At microwave frequencies (1-500GHz) and at temperatures typical of the earth and its atmo-
sphere (200--300°K). the Rayleigh Jeans approximation for the intensity of thermal radiation from
a blackbody is valid, thus the equation of radiative transfer for an isotropic, nonscattering medium
can be written as
dTa(O.0) = 71T(. X) - Tu(©,¢)1
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Table 1-1
Parameters to be Determined by SMMR
Parameter Discipline/User Area Remarks
Surface Winds (Ocean) Oceanography, Meteorology First System to
Monitor Surface
Foam Cover Shipping Winds Remotely.
Capillary Waves
Large Scale Roughness
Precipitation Meteorology, Shipping Hurricane Classi-
Rain Rate fication Looks
Rain/Snow Line Promising
Water Vapor Meteorology Air Mass Dis-
crimination
Initial State
Parameter for
Forecast Models
Sea Ice Polar Studies, Currently Opera-
Coverage Meteorology, tional Need for
Age Military, Oceanography Continuity.
Dynamics
Soil 11loisture Meteorology, Hydrology, Sampling Depth
Military CA. 1/15 of a
Wavelength.
Snow Cover (Over Land) Meteorology, Hydrology Strong Day/Night
Extent Differences Due to
Ripeness Varying Liquid
Water Content
Cloud Physics Meteorology Forecasting
Liquid Water Content
Drop Size Parameters
where TB (B, 0) is the radiance in the direction (9, 0) expressed as equivalent blackbody temperature,
T(X) is the thermodynamic temperature of the absorbing medium and is the absorption coefficient
in units of X- t . The derivative on the left side is along a ray path. The physical :Weaning of this
equation can be understood by examining the effect on microwave radiation incident at an angle
0, on an absorbing slab of uniform temperature To, absorptivity yo, and of thickness S as shown
in Figure 1-1. The radiation from the other side consists of the incident radiation as attenuated
by the slab TB a-7osece plus re-radiation component (1 - TB C70 6 s'ce)  To. If the slab is opaque
(yo b sece = -), the radiation emerging is characterized by the thermodynamic temperature of the
slab independent of the intensity of the incident radiation.
There are three major contributions to 7 in the atmosphere: water vapor, liquid water, and
molecular oxygen. Figures 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 show the approximate magnitude of each of these
contributions. Detailed discussions of each of these can be found in Gunn and East (1954),21
Meeks and Lilley (1963), 22 and Staelin (1966). 3 Figure 1-5 shows the typical microwave earth
viewing geometry. The observed brightness temperature is
H	
dhTB =	
T(h) dh dh + t(H) [eTo + (1 - e) Ts I,f
where t(h) = e 0(x)secedx
T(h) is the atmospheric temperature profile, H is the altitude of the observation, a is the emissivity
of the surface. To is the thermodynamic temperature of the surface, and Ts is the reflected sky
brightness. At frequencies of about 50GHz the variations in a dominate the variations in TB over
the earth's surface. The major contribution to variations in a is liquid water with its extremely
large dielectric constant at microwave frequencies. Figure 1-6 shows the real part k' and the k"
of the dielectric constant of both fresh and sea water at 20°C as calculated from the data of Lane
and Saxton (1952).4 Conductivity data from the International Critical Tables (1928)25 ar: in-
cluded as k in figure 1-6.
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Figure 1-1. The Effect on Microwave Radiation at an Angle, 0, on an Absorbing Slab
of Uniform Temperature Absorptivity and Thickness
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Figure 1-5. Typical Microwave Earth-Viewing Geometry
The emissivity can be calculated for smooth water for any angle and polarization from electro-
magnetic theory (Jackson 1962). =(' Figure 1-7 shows the emissivity as a function of frequency at
20°C for sea and fresh water for viewing at nadir, and at 45° for vertical and horizontal polariza-
tion. The dependence of the primary eTo term on the surface temperature is given in Figure 1-8
for nadir viewing (incidence angle = 0°) and for a 55° incidence angle for vertical polarization. The
sensitivity to surface temperature is small, particularly near 1-1.5 cm wavelength. The maximum
sensitivity to surface temperature occurs near a wavelength of 5 cm.
The emissivity of the surface also depends on surface wind because of the generation of rough-
ness and foam. The roughness effect has been investigated by Hollinger (1971)-' 2
 and others.
There is little roughness effect for viewing near nadir and near 55° with vertical polarization. The
ett.ct is maximized by viewing the surface obliquely with horizontal polarizations. At a 55° in-
cidence angle the effect is about VK increase in brightness temperature for each meter per second
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Figure 1-6. Dielectric Constant of Water
k = (k' + ik") at ?0°C
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rincrease in wind speed. Foam, which has been investigated by Nordberg, et al., (1971)28 and
Von Melle, et al., (1973) has an emissivity new 0.8. The foam coverage increases roughly 2% for
each meter per second increase in wind speed about 7 m/s. Neither effect shows strong frequency
dependence through the microwave range. The effect of surface wind is summarized in Figure
1-9.
The emissivity of a land surface is typically greater than 0.9 so the brightness temperature
contrast between land and water is greater than 100 ° K; therefore, the outlines of the continents
will be quite visible in the SMMR data. This will provide a convenient geographic reference but
little scientific value. However, in areas with little vegetation, the moisture content of the soil
affects the microwave signature markedly. Figure 1-10 (from Reference 29) shows data taken with
the aircraft model of the ESMR on two flights over test fends near Phoenix, Arizona. Note that
for this soil (a clay loam) the brightness temperature decreases rapidly for soil moisture values
greater than about 207. by weight. There is a large scatter in the data but soil moisture estimates
to the nearest 5no are possible in the 20-40% range. Such measurements may provide useful in-
formation in the and regions where large areas with little vegetation are found.
In contrast with soils, the liquid water conten t of snow seems to increase the radiometric
brightness (Reference 30). Very dry snow, less than 1% free water content by volume, showed
anomalously low emissivities, less than 0 .5 at 26GHz, whereas moist snow, greater than about 5%
free water content by volume, showed emissivitics greater than 0.9. This effect has been quali-
tatively observed at 19.35GHz ( Reference 31). The effect is not understood theoretically nor
adequately characterized experimentally, as yet. Nonetheless. it offers an interesting possibility
of observing the onset of melting of the snow in the spri pg, and of mapping the snow cover in
winter.
Like land /water boundaries, ice shows a significant emissivity contrast with water but unlike
the case of land/ water boundaries arc quite variable and their locations are definitely of interest
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to the meteorological and maritime communities. These featums are frequently covered with clouds
which makes visible or infrared remote sensing difficult; it is expected that these clouds will rarely,
if ever, be dense enough to alter significantly the microwave images. The ice/water boundary has
been observed through clouds ( Reference 31). The sea itself has ban observed to have emissivity
variations (Reference 31). These variations, at this point. are thought to be related to age, first
year ice beim more emissive than multi year ice. Figure 1-11 shows the spectral nature of these
two types of ice. Note that the contrast between the two types seems to, increase linearly with
frequency. In the non-beam filling situation, this effect will contribute about 10 % uncertainty !o
estimates of the percentage of ice within one resolution element.
1.3.2 SMMR Parameters to be Measured — Frequency Selection
The parameters of interest for the SMMR are given below.
Freq.
GHz
Wave
Length
Cm
Vertical Channel Horizontal Channel
6.6 4.54 Sea temperature Separation of surface
atmosphere effects;
surface winds
10.68 2 .81 Rain water in heavy rain; Rain water in heavy rain;
separation of surface and surface winds
atmospheric effects
18.0 1.67 Rain water in light rain; Rain water in light rain;
separation o-f surface and surface winds
atmospheric effects
I
21.0 1.43 Troposphert4: ^.•ater vapor; Tropospheric water vapor;
separation of r arface and surface wind
atmospheric effects
37.00 0.81 Surface winds (through Same as for vertical
foam); sea ice/polynyas; channel
old ice/new ice
The secondary oojective is to measure soil moisture mb to _ l.0GHz1.
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The primary source for the sea-surface temperature data will be the vertically polarized
6.6 GHz channel. The basic reason for choosing this frequency is its proximity to the peak
of the sensitivity curve and a spacecraft design limitation. Two of the major sources of inter-
ference, surface foam and heavy rain clouds, are polarization independent, so the horizontally
polarized 6.6 GHz channel will be used to provide corrections for these two particular effects.
Sea-surface roughness, however, appears to have some dependence on polarization. Since sea-
surface roughness is frequency dependent, higher frequency channels that are not affected by
the thermodynamic temperature of the water will be used to provide roughness data. The highest
frequency channels (37.00GHz) will not be used for this purpose since they are too far removed
from the 6.6GHz channels to permit extraction of roughness data by means of the frequency de-
pendence. Although the correction for varying water-vapor concentration at 6.6GHz is not ex-
pected to be large in comparison with the corrections previously mentioned, it is nevertheless
important. Data from the 21.OGHz channels will be utilized for making this correction. Heavy
rainfall will also interfere with the determination of the sea-surface temperature because it will con-
tribute to the sea-surface roughness. It may be possible to use data from the rainwater channels-
to correct for this interference; the range over which this will be possible remains to be determined.
The 37GHz channels will obtain data on the percentage of foam cover, which will be the
prime source for determinations of sea-surface windspeeds (> 7 m/s). This type of determination
can be performed best with data from the 37GHz channels, rather than from channels at 19.35 GHz
where observations have already been made with a mapping radiometer, since the higher frequency
is better suited for observing thin layers of foam. Heavy rainfall will render the 37GHz channels
useless for wind-speed measurements; under such conditions it may be possible to observe the foam
cover at longer wavelengths if the rain striking the sea surface does not obscure it. The 37GHz
channels also play an important role in the determination of open water in the polar ice canopies
and in the determination of the age of the polar ice.
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In addition to the interference caused by raindrops striking the sea surface, the effect of
water vapor in the intervening atmosphere must also be properly considered. This is handled best
by a real-time measurement approach, with the 21.OGHz channels, which is adjacent to the water-
vapor line, used for accurate water-vapor corrections under a wide variety of humidity conditions.
A three-frequency approach has been chosen for the determination of the liquid water in the
atmosphere, since this will permit detection of water droniets over a wide range of droplet sizes
in both raining and nonraining clouds. Another important advantage of this approach is that it
permits the wavelength dependence of the water-droplet signature to be utilized for the unfolding
of this particular feature from the rest of the interwoven data. The frequencies chosen for this
purpose must be sufficiently removed from the water-vapor line so that the interference is reduced
to a manageable level. A frequency of 10,69GHz (a radio astronomy frequency) has been chosen
because it possesses maximum sensitivity to the water droplets found in heavy rainfalls; 18GHz has
been selected for lighter rain and also its small response to water-vapor variations; and 37GHz has
been selected for determining the amount of liquid water in non-raining clouds because the droplets
in this type of cloud are smaller than in raining clouds and because there is an atmospheric window
at this frequency.
Dual polarization at all frequencies has been utilized because it will facilitate the separation
of surface and atmospheric effects since, in general, the former exhibit polarization and the latter
do not.
It also should be emphasized that the dual-polarization approach dictates that observations
must be made at angles away from the nadir; the optimum zenith angle for these observations,
aside from other considerations, appears to be approximately 50 0 .
2.0 SMMR SIMULATOR RADIOMETER SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION
2.1 Basic Radiometer Operation
The radiometer systems comprising the SMMR simulator are all of the Dicke type. Each of
the radiometers operates in a "receive time share" mode so that data are taken from both the
i
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vertically and horizontally polarized components of the received signal power (TA ). Each radi-
ometer system consists of the following subsystems (Figure 2-1):
a. Antenna and Radome
i
	 b. Electronics Package
1. Switching and Calibration Network
2. Receiver Electronics
3. Post Detection Processor
c. Power System
d. Timing and Control System
e. Data Buffer and Distribution System
2.2 Subsystem Description
A detailed description of these subsystems is given in Reference 36.
2.2.1 Antenna and Radome
The antenna system gathers the incident power and channels this power into horizontally and
vertically polarized components. All antennas have a beamwidth of 6 0 ± I * at the 3 dB points. All
planes exhibit low sidelobe levels, nominally —30dB maximum. Beam efficiency (percentage of re-
ceived energy between first nulls) is at .icast 90` If. For those antennas which are installed in the micro-
wave antenna housing ( "sled") carried beneath the aircraft body a rdome is used for aerodynamic closure.
2.2.2 Electronics Package
2?.2.1 Switching and Calibration Network
The switching and calibration network (SC'N) performs the following functions:
r
1. supplies radiometer RF modulation ("Dicke" operation)
`	 provides for received electronics time—sharing by switching between antenna polarizations,
and
3. supplies reference temperature signals near the extremes of the system dynamic range.
The SC'N consists of the following subsystems.
a. switching Mock
b. liquid nitrogen load
Its configuration is shown in Fi gure 2-2A.
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2.2 .2. 1.1 Switching Block—The switching block ( Figure 2-2B) is composed of latching ferrite
circulators, arranged so as to provide three series-connected single-pole double-throw switches, a
waveguide termination, and necessary driver circuitry. The temperature of the entire switching
block is maintained at approximately 35°C. The circulator states are controlled by the timing
and control system.
2.2.2.1.2 Liquid Nitron Load—The liquid nitrogen load consists of a closed cryogenic vessel and
a waveguide termination immersed in a bath of LN..
2.2.2.2 Receiver Electronics
The receiver electronics converts the modulated FR signal from the SCN into a video signal
which is applied to the Post Detection Processor.
2.2.2.3 Post Detection Processor
The post-detection processor synchronously detects the Dicke-modulated video signal and
produces an output voltage of 0 to 10 volts DC. The output signal is linearity proportional to
the received power, TA I and is recorded for subsequent data reduction and analysis.
2.2.3 Power System
The power system supplies all required DC power for operation of the radiometer system.
2.2.4 Timing and Control System
The timing and control system provides the appropriate logic-control signals to tho switching
and calibration network. These select which radiometric measurement (cold ref., hot ref., scene
vertical polarization, or scene horizontal polarization) will be processed at any one time.
2.2.5 Data Buffer and Distribution System
The data buffer and distribution system provides formating, buffering and distribution of all
data and status signals from the radiometers and the timing and control system.
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2.3 CV-990 Aircraft Installation
2.3.1 Basic Capabilities of the CV-990 as an Experiment Platform
The CV-990 is a four—engine jet aircraft similar in size, appearance, and performance toi
other narrow—body transport aircraft (e.g., Boeing 707). It has been extensively modified intern-
ally to provide for the mounting of experimental equipment. Special equipment has been added
to provide 120V 60Hz electrical power (U.S. standard voltage and frequency) in addition to the
standard aircraft power, which is 115/200 V, 400 Hz, three—phase.
Aircraft modifications include additional windows. Three zenith windows have been cut in
the ceiling of the cabin. There are eight windows along the left side of the cabin, looking up-
ward at an angle of 65° to the horizontal. One window at an angle of 40° is available, also on
the left side of the cabin. There are six nadir viewing windows, four in the forward cargo com-
partment and two in the aft cargo compartment. In addition, there are three small viewing ports
looking downward from the aft cargo compartment. Eleven passenger windows (14° elevation
angle) on the left side and one on the right are modified to accept special inserts. All the special
windows. zenith. 65 0 . 400 , nadir and the modified passenger windows can accept special inserts
of optical glass or other materials such as IR transmitting plastics. Metal inserts may be installed
in these windows as supports for small outboard instrumentation in the airstream. Lightweight
equipment such as cameras and photometers can be mounted directly to the frames of the zenith,
65°. 40°, and nadir windows. Wing surfaces are painted black to reduce reflections.
r
	
	 A limited amount of fairly large instrumentation may be mounted outside the aircraft in
specially designed fairings. NASA—ANIES has a fairing that mounts in a nadir position to the
rear of the wing. It was designed primarily for mounting micrcl.^.,ave antennas, but other uses of
it have been made.
i
	
	
Some additional equipment may be mounted in the cargo holds, Nviach are pressurized, but
not heated, and are accessible in flight for equipment servicing.
..
Special equipment racks developed for this aircraft accept standard U.S. 19-in. (48cm)
electronic panel-mounted equipment. Racks can be shipped to the experimenter's laboratory in
advance of a mission to aid in the design of the aircraft configuration of the experimental
equipment.
The aircraft carries an inertial navigation system (INS). which permits precise flight patterns
to be flown accurately. Flight parameters from the INS and other instrumentation are normally
displayed on TV monitors installed on the electronics racks. Arrangem.:nts can be made for
experimenters to obtain data for their use from the INS in flight.
The aircraft also carries a computer system - the Airborne Digital Data Acquisition System
( ADDAS). The ADDAS processes INS parameters and aircraft instrument data for the TV dis-
plays. It may also be used by experimenters as a high quality computation and recording device.
Instrument calibration curves may be programmed to provide real-time readouts, for example.
The ADDAS also adepts typed-in comments for the record. Normally, the ADDAS produces a
continuous record of aircraft parameters and selected experimenter data. The printouts available
after a flight can include the additional typed-in comments from experimenters. These comments
will be in their proper chronological position in relation to (lie parameters normally printed out.
A timing systetn synchronized to WWV standard time broadcasts can provide a variety of
time codes for the experimenter's data record. Individual time readouts are also available.
An aircraft intercom system permits conversation among experimenters and between ex-
perimentcrs and the Hight Dirertur. Intercom outlets are distributed throughout the cabin.
Cryogenic cooling (liquid nitrogen or liquid helium) may be used in flight. Special design
approval for sat q ty will be required. The aircraft normally carries a 200-liter supply of liquid
nitrogen, prinrwrily to provide dry nitrogen gas for purging. The nitrogen supply is located in
the aft cargo compartment.
.y
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The aircraft is normally pressurized to an altitude of 8000 ft. equivalent. Cabin temperature
is normally maintained in the range of 65-70°F in the cabin. The heat dissipated by the ADDAS
will make that portion of the cabin slightly warmer. Special cooling needs of an experiment
should be built into the equipment, if possible. 	 -
Cabin humidity is low in flight, no more than 10 percent.
For night flights, cabin lighting can be controlled or extinguished altogether. Fireproofed
black cloth can be provided to shroud lightsensitive equipment.
Windows, especially single-thickness optical windows, tend to frost or fog in flight. Special
ducts to vent warm air over these windows can be provided and are usually necessary.
The cargo compartments are pressurized but are usually much cooler than the cabin.
2.3.2 SMMR Simulator CV-990 Installation
The radiometer systemshubsystenns comprising the SMMR Simulator are installed at various
locations, thus in various environments, through-out the CV-990 as noted below:
(1, The Timing and Control System and the Data Buffer and Distribution System are both
rack mounted and housed in the main cabin area.
(_) The lower frequency units: 6.6, 10.7, 1 SGHz. are installed with their respective elec-
tronics packages in the aft cargo bay and their antennae housed in the Microwave
Antenna Housing ('sled-). These units have a radomc closure in front of the antenna.
l3; The higher frequency units; 21 and 37GI11: are installed in the cabin area with their
antennae mounted in 14° elevation angle windows.
(4) All antenna'electronics packa ge waveguide interconnections are heated and thernmstati-
cally controlled at approximately _0°C.
(5) Only the 6.6(;Hz antenna is heated and thermostatically controlled. All other antenna
systems take on their ambient environment temperature.
(6) Antenna and waveguide temperatures are monitored using thermistors. These monitor
points are routed to the DBDS for recording.
Tible =-I summarizes the subsystem installation locations.
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Table 2-1
Radiometer System Electronics Package Antenna System WaveguideConnections
6.6 Aft Cargo Sled Cargo, Sled
10.7 Aft Cargo Sled Cargo, Sled
18 Aft Cargo Sled Cargo, Sled
21 Cabin Window Cabin
21 Uplook -Cabin Window Cabin
37 Cabin Window Cabin
The installation for the engineering check flight series flown in the 3rd quarter of FY77 is
shown in the following photographs. Two installation changes were incorporated between the
engineering check flights and the Fall 1978 Nimbus -6 underflight series:
(1) 4.99GHz radiometer replaced with the 6.6GHz system-6.6GHz installed at sanze loca-
tion as 4.99GHz system in photo.
(2) Uplooking 21 GHz and 37 GHz antennas were combined as one antenna system in exist-
ing 21 GHz antenna. This allowed fabrication of shorter waveguides for the antenna/
electronics package interconnects for the 21 and 37GHz radiometer systems.
(These photographs were taken during installation operations and thus do not show the
finished installation wherein heaters and insulation are on all waveguides. Also, the window
mounted antennas were enclosed in an aerodynamic fairing.)
3.0 BASIC RADIOMETRIC EQUATION-DERIVATION
For the SMMR, the radiometer output voltage is linearly proportional to the power of the
input signal, which is produced either by a warm or cold (liquid nitrogen) reference load or by
the microwave radiation incident upon the antenna.
VA
 represents the output voltage in response to an input signal from the antenna of bright-
ness temperature, TA . Linearity of the radiometer implies
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VA = u + vTA	(3-1a)
where u is a constant offset voltage, and v is a proportionality constant. Similarly, when signals
are observed from the warm and cold calibration sources at the effective radiometric temperatures,
Tw and T., respectively, the radiometer response is
Vw = u + vTw
	
(3-lb)
and
Vc = u + vT.
	
(3-1 c)
Voltages VA , Vw , and VC are measurable quantities. To eliminate calibration constants u
and v, it is useful to define the parameter N, refrered to as the "normalized voltage" or "nor-
malized counts":
N = VA -
 VW	 (3-2)
VC - VW
Substitution of Equation (3-1) into Equation (3-2) yields
(u+vTA ) - (u+vTw ) TA - Tw
N =
	
	 _	 (3-3)
(u+vT,) - (u+vTw) Te - Tw
After rearrangement, this becomes the radiometric equation
TA = Tw + (Tc - Tw ) N	 (3-4)
Equation (3-4) relates the incident radiation intensity, T A , to the observed normalized voltage,
N, and two effective radiometric calibration temperatures, T w and Tc.
This relationship is, however, incomplete in-as-much-as it does not take into account any
system losses which will cause aberrations to the absolute temperatures T A , Tw , Tc . These effects
are considered in Section 4 and expressions formally equivalent to Et4uation (3-4) are de-
rived by applying basic microwave radiative transfer theory to the SMMR collection system.
i
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This procedure illustrates the relationships between the calibration constants, Tw and Tc , and the
thermodynamic temperatures of the various components of the collection system.
4.0 SNINIR SIMULATOR SYSTEM LOSSES - RADIATIVE TRANSFER ANALYSIS
4.1 Radiative Transfer Theory
This section examines the relationship between the radiation field reaching the SMMR col-
leetioll system and the signal that eventually reaches the radiometer. Incident radiation does not
pass unimpeded to the radiometer but is attenuated by losses in the waveguides and various
switches. At the same time, thermal emissions by the lossy components contribute to the signal
observed at the radiometer. The equation of microwave radiative transfer (References 39 and 40)
	
May be used to relate the intensities of the two	 fields as a function of the various system
losses. In the followitlg discussion, the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation to the Planck radiation law
is assumed to be valid and iS used thruu,llout.
4.13 Radiative Transfer Theory Apphcd to a Cascade of Lossy Elements
Consider the transfer of radiation across a sin gle lossy plane-parallel clement, as illustrated in
Firurc 4-1, where the incident radiation is characterized by a brightness, temperature, T 0 , and the
output signal by T t . The lossy slab is at thermodynamic temperature t l , and has an effective
tnulsrllissivity, a l .
I'll„	
tit
I : iaure 4-1. Radiative Transfer ,cross a Plane-Parallel Slab
The equation of radiative transfer beCOIlleS
T t = a t T,., + (1 -a t
 ) t t	(4-1)
The rifest cif an a(WitiOntal hiss is illustrated in FWUre 4.2.
t ...v , wrA ►
 v
Ff
The second lussy slab is at thermodynamic temperature t, , and has an effective transmis.
sivity, a,.
T 11	 1 t	 T
t t	 t^
Figure 4-2. Radiative Transfer Across Two I lia ne
-Parallel Slabs
The output signal, T, , is
	
T) = a-) , l' l + 0 -(X, ) t_	 (4.1 -2a)
	
T, = a,lu l 1 11 + ( 1 - a l ` t l I + (1 -u,)t,	 (4.1-2b)
T,	 u l u, l'11 + ((1 -(k t ) t l I uI + (1 -u,) t,	 (4.1-2c)
The ori ginal si-nal, T 11 , is reduced by the product of the two transmissivities, and the emission
from the first fussy slab is, ill turn, attetluated by the second.
I1' the siglial T, l u\v passes thruuU'tl a third fussy element the systelll bCCOilles a cascaded
triple loss as illustrated in Figure 4-3. The third LOSS) slab is at t11Crn1Od\'ilalllle temperature, tl
and has an effective transilusslvity, a;. the Output si,.114 T;, is given by
	
T l = a;T, + (1 -a;) t l	 (4.1 -3a)
	
T; = ct I CI ,u;l' 1)
 + I(1 - d l )t I I d,a l + I(1 - u,) t,1 U3, 	 (1 -(t;)t 3	 (4.1-31))
i t ll	 t.	 l	 it;	 I
l i_,urc 4 -3. Radiative Transfer Across l'llrce Plane-Parallel Slabs,
It a cascaded triple loss systelll is c11ar,.etcri1r6 b\'
t l	 t,	 l; ^ t0
t,
the rcluatiutl for radiative transfer becomes
T3 = u3 {a)(ajo + (1 -a t )t o ] + (1 -a^) t o ) + (1 -(X 3 )tu	 (4.1-4a)
1'3 = ata^«3T^I + t t - a t a,a 3 ) t o	 (4.1-4b)
The effects of thermal losses ill 	 SNINIR Simulator collection system call
	 calculated by re-
peated application of this method. The input signal at the Switch block, TI: i, call be computed
front To by applying expressions analogous to I_•:yuations (4.1-1). (4.1-2) and (4.1-3) across the
entire network of fusses traversed by the incident radiation. Section 4' develops the loss equations
for the elements external to the switch block for the SMMR Simulator Radiometers.
4.1 .2 Application to Cascade Of Ferrite Circulator Junctions
As with the losses external to the ferrite switch block, incident radiation does not pass
unimpeded through the switch block but is attenuated by losses ill various switches. The
thermal emissions of the switch components also contribute to the signal received at file radiom-
eter. The ferrite switch block used ill
	 SNINIR simulator is a cascade of two port ferrite cir-
cuiators. A t\pical circtilator, shown in Fi;.:urc 4-4 consists of two itlput ports. Tits t and Tin, , one
output port. Tout, and a ferrite clement, F. 
ill
	 center which is magnetically biased to provide
direction of cirrulatiOn through the junction.
If the tcrrite is biased tier clockwise circulatiOtl. Taut is proportional to T ilt . A term, a, de-
fined as the direct path transmissivity relates the two signals. Tout and Till t , as seen ill
4.1-5.
TIN 1
1 F
.^
	
TOUT
TIN2
Figure 4—l. 1 % pical Ferrite Junctloll-Circulator
Tout - Ti ll l a + an ctlussivity component of junction	 (4.1 -S)
A certaitn anwunt of T ill , leaks to the output, Tout, due to incomplete termination of the
counter-clockwise sigtnal path. Therefore, a fraction of T 1112 is also found in Tout .
 
A leakage
term, N. defined as the indirect path transmissivity, relates T in, to Tout in Equation (2).
Tout ' Till 3^ + an ctnissivity component of junction 	 (4.1-V)
The total output can be defined as:
	
Tout ` Tin 1 a + T in 2f' +junction emissivity 	 (4.1-7)
Tile effective junction emissivity,
Lillissivity = C1 - E —
	
1	 tiunctionjunction losses
takes into account tine total thermal eiltissivity of the junction. The losses in the junction include
the direct path loss and the leakage loss. The temperature of the junction will be referred to as
tiunc• The equation for the junction emissivity is
C = (I - a - 0 tjutc•	 (4.1-9)
Therefore the complete equation for total output bCC011nes
	
T out = Tini" + Tin,a + ( l - a - ri) tjunc • 	(4.1-11))
ConsidCr a douhle cascade of junCtions where the temperatures for each junction are equal. A
schematic representation of the system is sho\k-tl in Fil'ure 4-5.
Let a ik b: defined as the direct path transmissility and 3,k he defined as the leaka ge loss
where the subscript i refers to the junction number and k refers to the junction s\% • itCll position.
The junction position, k = 1 is indicative of clockwise rotation of the si gnal path while k = _2 in-
dicates Counter-clockwise rotation. Case 1 , as ,Iio\% . 11 in Fi g ure 4-5, shall be ezarinined in addition
vim
<8
TIN3
1
1 ^
T IN1	 /^ `^
	 TOUT2
2TIN2 ^^^ /TOUTi
JUNCTION 1 JUNCTION 2
Fi gure 4-5, Schematic Representation
Two Junction Ferrite Switch
Configuration -Case
 1
to all other cases of possible  switch configurations. Tile equation for the output from Junction 1,
1 ou t, is gtvell as follows:
	
Tout, - T in1 all + T in2 ►3 11 + (1 - all - N11 )t	 (4.1-11)
(in which all subscripts 11 refer to the fir;;t junction bring ill
	 first switch position). The out-
put from junction _. Tout, • is seen ill 	 (4.1-12)
	
Tout2 = Tin: a21 + Tou11^21 + (1 - (1, l - N21)t	 (4.1-1-')
( The sulscripts 21 indicate that the second junction is ill 	 first switch position.) Substituting
kiLlatiOn (4.1-11) into Lquation (4.1-12) yields the following:
	
TOM2 = 1' iui a, l 4' [ inl a ll + 1 in2^II + 0 -a1, -j3II)tIN21 + (1 - a, , -^21)t	 (4.1-13)
which reduces to:
	
l out` = 1 in: u ^1 + ll iul a ,l +1 inlNll 1► 21 + 11 - a,, - lu ll +
	
1 t	 (4.1-14)
\ow, l'\Jillllle the Switch Cvilfl,!lll'atloll 111 figure 4-o. ill which jllllCtloll 	 is llow ill the
Second Switch posltioll.
The r(luatiorl fur the output of the first _unction is idelltical to the output equation of the
llrst )unction ill
	 hre\ious cast ( Recall l quatlon (4.1-1 1 )).
lotltl _ 1 1111 « I1 + 1 111211 + 0 -u ll -all )t
IQ
TINS
TIN,	 ' 	 ^^ TOUT2
2TIN2 --4^ 2 / TOUT,
JUNCTION 1 JUNCTION 2
Figure 4-h. Schematic Representation
Two Junction Ferrite Switch
('onf iguration-Case 2
However, the equation for the output from Junction 2 for this case differs from the pre-
vious case, as seen below,
Tout2 - Toutla'22 + Tin3^22 + (I -a 2 , -922 )t	 (4.1-1o)
When Lquation (4.1-45) is substituted into Equation (4.1
- I0) one obtains the equation for
IOU(-, for switch configuration ,.
1
)ut2 - (1 i1 ► l att + Tiu2^11 )a 22 + T iI13+ 22 + 11 - X22 - (a ll +^ tt )a,, I t	 (4.1-17)
The third possible switch confi guration is shown in figure 4-7.
The equation for Touti is found below:
T outl - T1112 U 12 + T ml^12 + 0 -a 12 -^ 12 )t	 t4.1-18)
TIN3
TIN,	 61
	 1	 TOUT2
TIN2	 2 / TOUT,^2
JUNCTION 1 JUNCTION 2
1 i,!urc 4- - . Schematic R,,presctttatiolt
I\%() Jun, time I crrite S\%Itch
(0111 '1 uratloll - ('use
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Note that the direct path loss a t _ now is coupled with T ine. The output from junction 2, '
is defined in Equation (4.1-19)
	
Tout: ' T in3 a21 + Toutt^2t + (I -a,, - 0 ., I )t	 (4.1-19)
Substitution and reduction yield the final form of the Equation for case 3.
Tout2 = (TTin1^12 + T in2 0 12 )d21 + Tin3 a:t + 11 - a21 -(a,2 +; 11 )021 1 t	 (4.1-20)
The final case where both junctions are in the second switch position is schematically rcpre-
rented in Figure 4-8.
The equation for the output of junction 1 is identical for that found in the prececding case,
and is repeated below.
	
Tout, = TI112`k,2 + Tinl ► 12 + ( I -a te -^12)t	 (4 . i -21)
The output front junction '-. Tout 2 .
 
for this case is defim-d in Equation (4.1-22)
+ T
	
aµ -i3 )t	 (4.1-22)T uut3 = Tuut1 a 22	 ut3 N 22 + 0 -	 22
With the prct • iuusly used nutitods, kquation (4.1-2-2 ) undergoes substitution and reduction
to obtain a final c^g pres.Niun for Tuut2-case 4.
Tuu12 = (r iu2 a te + Till ,^,2 )a 22 + T i 113 +  22 + I1 - ^ , , - ( a t , +i 1 2 )a„J t (4.i-23)
TINS
1 ^
TINI ^^ 1 ^^	 TOUT2
T I N 2
	 (	 TOUTI
JUNCTION 1 JUNCTION 2
I i ir: 4-S. S:lt:n .iti: It:t'lrL•.cntatiun
1^^^^ .lutt:ti^^n I rrrih• S^+ii^h
l'Unti,uratittit-Case 4
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Similar expansion methods may be utilized to obtain the system output equations for tri-
cascaded and quadruple cascaded ferrite switch junctions as are found in the SMMR simulator
radiometers. Section 4.3 will develop the loss equations for the ferrite block for the SMMR
simulator radiometers.
4.2 Losses External to the Switch Block
The losses experienced by the incident radiation external to the switch block vary according
to the physical installation of the different radiometer systems in the CV-990 aircraft. Table 4-i
reviews the physical location of the radiometer system components in the CV-990 t See Section 2.3).
As was noted in Section 1.2.1, the antenna system channelizes the incident radiation field
so that the vertically and horizontally polarized components travel through different waveguides
from the antenna system to the switch block.
I-or purposes of this analysis, we shall define the following terms:
1. T%1 N	 effective radiometric temperature
2. a%t N	 transmissivity of the loss) , element
3. L it	 emissivity of the loss; , element = 1 - avt
4. tstN = physical temperature of the lossy clement
where the subscript M identifi" a particular loss), conwonct?t (Table 4-2) and N delineates the
various signal paths within the system liable 4-2. I`igure 4-1) through 4-13).
Table 4-1
Radiometer System7 1_lectronics Package
Antenna System W'aveguide Cot ►nections
0.0
s
Aft Cargo
i
Sled Cargo, Sled 	 I
4
	 10.7 Alt largo	
iff
Sled
I
Cargo. Sled	
I
±	 1, aft Cargo	 f Sled ^	 Cargo. Sled
I Cabin Window
i
Cabin
1
f	 .l uplook Cabin	 i Window Cabin
i	 i^ (a1^111 W indow
I
i	 (abill
4
T02	 T12
T03	 T13
TA,
Table 4-.
Value M N
0 incident radiation common to vertical and horizontal
I radome warm calibration load
2 antenna vertical polarization
3 sled waveguide horL. ontal pclarization
4 cargo waveguide cold calibration load
5 cabin waveguidc uplooking channel
v cold load waveguide N/A
F switch block input N%A
If the antenna patterns have cross—polarized sidelobes. there will be a mixture of the vertically
and horizontally polarized components of the incident radiation. p t is defined as the percentage
of the vertically polarized radiation mixed into the horizontally polarized channel, and p: is de-
fined similarly for the vertically polarized channel.
The sections immediately following provide a detailed description of the external loss net-
works for cacti radiometric system. In each case. equations arc obtained which relate the effective
brivttness temperatures at the input terminal of the switch block to the various incident bright-
ness temperatures (scene. cold load. warm load).
}.2.1 u.(361ti and 10. i g ilt Radionwtcm
Vigurc 4—y
4
M. *
-; %&Aht i T
TRI
Figure 4-10
T12 - To2a12 + L I., t lo	 (4.2 - 1 a)
T 13	 T(13 C' + L 13ttu	 (4.2- 1 b)
T 2 3 = 10 - p t )T 13 + p t T 12 1 a23 + E .1 3 1.20 (4.2-2a)
T,1 = 10 -P1)T 1 2 + p 2 T 13 ) a22 + U22120 (4.2-2C)
T l : l	to,	 (4.2-3)
T1 . 2 = (T-10 32 + 1^32 t 32 )a42 + L"42 t42	 (4.2 -4)
T I : 3 - (T23 a 33 + L 33 t 33 )0'43 + L 43 t43	 (4.2-5)
T1 : 4 = t u4abu + t°butai	 (4.2-b)
4.2.2 186111 Radiometer
T02	 T12
T03	 T13
\ote: 1. 1, j^ _+ phy-4cal temperature of a termination
1 . to	 = tut
Loss term equations for the is(dAz ralu ►uuter are identical to the ryuutiuns for the 0.0611c
.1111 10.7t;liz radiouleters Il:ys. t4.-'-1 ) through t4.=-c ► )).
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T05
TR.
One additional equation is required
T, S - t„s ^ t( ► ,	 (4.^-7)
4.2.3 21 G1lr Radiometer
T22
T02	 TF2
SWITCH
T03	 BLOCK
TF3
T23
TF4	 TFt
E
t54	 t01
Figure 4-11
	
T, 3 = (l1 -p l )T, ►3 + p l "T„.^a, 3 + L, 1, ) 	(._-sa)
	
+ P 2 '1' 03 ) a” + L_,t,, ► 	 (4.2 -8b)
Tl t we Lquation (4.2-3)
I t s = T:3 u 53 + "53t53	 (4.2-10)
1, i are Lquation (4.2-t))
4.2.4 _ 1 Gl1z Upluok Radiometer
4^
T02
T03
T05
Note: 1. t03- physical temperature of a termination, t03 - tol
2. Uplook channel for 21 GHz uses the vertical channel switch block input port
T25 = T050125 + E,5 t25	 (4.2-11)
Tt : 1 see Equation (4.2-3)
Tt:, = T25 o55 + E 55 t55	 (4?-12)
Tt : 3 = to,	 (4.2-13)
TF4 see Equation (4?-6)
4.2.5 37 GHz Radiometer
Figure 4-13
T1 3 - see Equation (4.2-8a)
T„ - see Equation (4.2-8b)
T25 - see Equation (4'-111
Ti:, - see Equation (4?-3)
TI:, - see Equation (4.2-9)
40
^	 ,..,mom, .. ^^- .:;. -.,.^,^,,•.^.r....,"..-^ _	 , ^..
E
Tt,i -► see Lquation (4'-10)
Tt;a - see h.quation (4'-0
Tt; S = Ts ass + ^SStSS	 (4?-14)
4.3 Losses Internal to the Switch Block
Two different switch block configurations occur in the various SMNIR simulator radiometers.
The switch blocks consist of a cascade of ferrite circulator jutictions, The G. ti, 10.7, _' 1, and 21 Gllz
upiook radiometers use a cascade of three jl11lctt0115, while the 1S and 37 Gliz radiometers have
a four junction cascade. A set of equations is derived for cacti switch block configuration.
For purposes of this analysis the following terms are defined;
1. I-F ,	 effective radiometric temperature at the input to the switch block
2, 1Ik, _= effective radiometric temperature at the output of the switch block
J, ttik = tralls""ss""ty of the j"llet1011
4. l:, k	 emissivity of the junction
^. ^jk = isolation of the junction
where i = 1 = warm calibration load
= vertical polarization of incident radiation
3 = horizontal polarization of incident radiation
4 = cold calibration load
5 = uplooking. channel
j - switch number
k= 1 -- schematic switch pOSitiull rcprescrltation of 0% circulation
schematic switch position representation of l'OV circulation
The analysis of the switch block takes two approaches, The first approach cunsidrrs every
circulator junction individually usin g the terms previously defined. The second approach con-
siders only those parameters physically measurable. This is rcqu:rcd since some circulator junctiull
4-
ports are internal of the switch block and thus inaccessable. The final results of the two approaches
are e(luivalent.
To facilitate the second approach additional terms are defined.
1. AKIN =— 	 path loss
2. BMN = measurable path isolation
3. eN	 = switch block emissivity
where M = input (i) contributing the signal
N = switch setting for primary input signal path
4.3.1 Switch Block 0.6, 10.7, 21, 21 Uplook
TFI
TFZ„^	 ^\	 '•1^^
^^^	 /	 \	 (	 TRi
TF 3
TF4	 t 2 i^	 ^?JUNC. 2	 JUNC. 3JUNC.1
Figure 4-14. Schematic Representation Switch
Block O.o. 10.7, 21, '-1 t,111t Uplook
Analy--is of the switch block tier the o.a, 10.7, 21, and 21 Gliz uhlook radiometers (Figure
4-14) in each of the four measurement confi,urations (T R I , TR 2 , TR 3 , TR4 ) Yields the set of
equations given below in matrix notation where t ip =physical temperature of the switch block.
^ 1R 1,
51 31 t 2231	 lit,:i,.^i'1 4121111p31 rl	 l ^t 12a„ 6 1	 + t:,,ji, I + [;?1
1K,
=	
a;, u 21 ,x; 2	 N12a21a32 u12^ 210:;1 1' 1 	, +
 t
	 12N210kz2
	
+ t:, I LI 31 + 1:12
t	 -1-!111)
p 22(-1 32	 u	 u „u ;, u „a ,, 1 I t 11a „a a, +
r IZJ-j iLNG- ;,,U	 ,	 r^12u2`u32H_..	 ?_ « 11a,	 z2J
I
r	 ,I	 •_j
^ t	 ,«„^ . + k,,a . ,
`I_	 _	 3..	 ..	 J_ + E1 J .
The matrix IViation (4-,t I) is generated in terms of the indlVidual switch characteristics.
Since these are not separately measurable as noted above, the matrix equation is rewritten in
terms of measurable quantities.
3
3
i~
48
nTR ► All	 B1 1 	B 31	 B4 1 I r, ► -1
TR 2 1311	 A,,	 B,,	 B42 1: _
TR; Bt;	 B 23	 A13	 B43 1.i t : 3 I e3
to	 (4—M2)
TRa B14	 B :4	 634	 Aar [T -'4j e4
The matrices and vectors in Equations (4411) and (4-M2) are equivalent term for term. Ex-
amination of the switch configurations and the term equivalency equations for (4-M1) and (4-M2),
yields the following simplification:
1. B 12 = B 13 = B14	 define as BI
and 2. B23 = By4 	define as B,
Equivalence of the two emissivity vectors yields the following where each effective cttussivity
is expressed iIl terms of the measurable clutracteristics A MN and B%tty
e l 	=	 t — A ll —B: 1 — B31 — B41 (4.3-1)
r, = 1 — A„ — B I — B{_ — B42 (4.3-2)
e j	 = 1	 - A 33 - B i - B, - B43 (4.3-3)
e4 = 1 - A 44 - B t - B_ - B 14 (4.3-4)
The final form of tllc switch block loss equation for the o.b, 10.7 and 21 and 21 Gtix uplook
radionieter systems ra il thus be written as follows:
1 R 11 F--1 11 B_'1	 B., B41
F-1- 1	 , — All	
—B= ► —Bil —B41
3'1:, , A„	 B ;,
-
B42 T I , q 1	 -	 B I	 - A .), - B,, - B4,
TR ; ;	 13 1 13,	 A z, B^, i
I
I	 V
+
' 1	 -	 B I	 -	 B, - A 13 - B,;
t„	 (4-M3)
l R4^ X11 1 B,	 6,4 A.W LC, 4 1 ; 1	 -	 B,	 - B, - B,4 - A ^
4.3.2 Switch Block is and 37Gllc
TF I
TF2
TFJ	 / 1	 t	 1	 Tai
/	 ^	 2TF ------TIT N 11K 2	 JUNC. 4
TF5	 1	 ? JUNC. 2 JUNC. 3? .,JUNC.1
Vigme 4-15. Schematic Representation Switch Block for IS and 37(;llr.
4L)
.,	
.: (dUAtatw T , . .
Analysis of the switch block for the 18 and 37GHz radiometer systems, Figure 4-15, gives
the equation set (4-M4) shown below, in terms of the individual switch characteristics.
-1
^ic	 S	 ^f,.uj	 a s„a',.v	 u u„a,,a I rT	 IIk: u „q	 +F„a	 +!: 3 +E ii	 R	 4132aJi !
	 -	 ? JI ,	 II __
	
- JI	 U	 --	 - 11 !	 I 1	 I II	 .. 32
U,I	
.. 32 a J1	 ,: JI	 JI
tH	
^^^,,	 0 31 a J? ', _'? P% 1 a 42 a ll y 22 P 31 04 2 	Nl111 i 3  a,,I I ^ 12 1^ 	 k•I1a22^3I a42 +k '22 X 31 aA 4'+k'}1042+h+'	 (A
I^,, ! P3,u,,^':I'1' J7' a 11^a a ! ,a J? I I II P .1 lL 32 01? j'^ 1 1 3 ^ + ' k I1 ? 'c a t ? u a ? + ^21 u 32 a a2 +E 3:a J2 +EC I, to	 l"T—M4)
1 H1I	 ^^J-' Pa a,,	 „Ui,u,2 u 11a„a;,uJ2 Nll a„a z2a J_I I t Jj	 'IFna 2 0 3 a j ,+1 : ,,.1 lea,, +1i^2a,, +E/,i
L1 N <J 	 jJJ2 I 120 42 N22ai1a42I ^12 a 22 3- 42 1 0 12 0 220 320424 l_11 ^^_^	 `Ett a ,032002+L22a32aa2+E32aJ2 +Fe;j
When rewritten in terms of physically measurable switch block characteristics, the equation
set becomes
TR I All B 31	 B 31 B41 B51 Tk,1
l
e i 
TR , B12 A„	 B 32 Bet , B 52 T1:, F,
TR3 - B 13 B 23	 A 33 B43 B53 T1:3 + E3
TR4 B1 4 B _4 	B 34 A 44 B54 TF4 E4
TR5J	 LB15 B25 B35 B45 ASs LT1'5J	 L65
(4-M5)
Examination of the term equivalency equations shows that
B12	 B 13	 1314 = B 15	 define as B1
B,. = B,4
	
=
 132^ 	 define as B,
	
and B34 = B 35	 define as B3
The final form of the sWitcll-Ions equation for the 18 and 37G11z radiometers in terms of
measurable quantities is Uquation (4-Mb):
^
r1t1
11'
Bit 13 31 B 41 B, T1:1 l -A ll -B 1 -B; 1 -B4 1 —B511
T K 3 1j A„ 13;, 13 4 , B;, 11: _ 1 -;^„ -13 1 	- B;, - B et , - B^,--	 -_
TK ; =	 B 1 B, A 33 B43 13 53 ^ "V3	 + 1 - B 1	 - B,	 - A 33 - B43 - 1353	 t 11	 (4-Mt,)
"R4 B1 B, B 3 A 44 B54
.1 . 1	 4 1 - B 1	 - B 2	 - B 3	 —A 44 -1354
t' K ^ J R 1^ B, B 3 B4$ A 5 ;1 T 1 : SJ I -B 1	-B,	 -B3	-B45 -As	 I
4.4 SMMR Simulator Radiometer Equations
In Sections 4.' and 4.3. Sets ut' ekluations were developed for each radiometer which describe
the effects of thermal losses. Switch leakages, and polarization mixings on the different incident
pals (scene, warm load, cold load). In this section each Set of equations is combined to obtain an
expression for the absolute brightness temperature of the incident scene radiation.
4.4.1 Derivation Method
Recall the basic radiometric equation derived in Section 3:
T,v = Tw, + (Te - TW ) N	 (4.4-1)
where
VA - ^ wN =	 (4.4-2)
4 - , W
Three analogous equation Sets may be written fur the SNINIR simulator radiometers:
TR 2 = TRI + ( 1 R4 - TR I )N,	 (4.4-3a)
where
VI	 VI
N, =	 (4.4-3b)
4 - V I
I R3 - 1 RI + JR4 - TRI )N 3	(4.4-4a)
where
V I - V IN 3 =	 (4.4-41))
\.4 - V 1
and
TR5 ` Z RI - ( "R4 - "RI)N5	 ( 4.4-5a)
where
V; - V
N S _	 (4.4-5b)
N '4 - VI
where 1 = warm calibration load
= vertical component of, Slonal
;l
-.T	 -	 .
3 - horizontal component of signal
4 = cold calibration load
► 	 5 = uplooking signal
The incident scene brightness tem perat tires are obtained by substituting expressions for TRi derived
in Sections 4.' and 4 . 3 into Equations (4.4-3a), (4.4-4a) and (4.4-5a). For the 6.6. 10.7, and 21 GNz
radiometers, T R , and TR3 contain mixtures of the horizontally and vertically polarized incident sig-
nals. Thus Lquations (4.4-3a) and (4 .4-3b) must be solved simultaneously to yield separate express-
ions for the differently polarized signals T;)2 and TU3 . For the 37G[lz radiometer, mixtures of three
states (horizontal, vertical, uplook) are obtained and three equations must be solved simultaneously
for T;,. Tu 3 and Tt15 . The details of these laborious derivations are presented in Reference 4 .
the results are presented below.
4.4.2 Radiometric Lquations
This section tabulates the various radiometeric equations for SNlhllt simulator.
Note: aftN• E M N, and ty N as defined in section 4.3: A M N,  Bit N. and tN as defined in section 4.3.
4.4.2.1 o.6 and 10.7Gllz Radiometer Systems
rB, C I - B I C,	 B, D I - B I D,	 B, F, - B I I',
Tu' =tut La 1 B, - A,BI + t
ot
	
+A I B, - A 1 B 1	 A, B, - A, B,
^AIC: - C I A,	 (-AID, - 
A-DI
^AIE_ - HI A_1
To.,= tut	 + t
	
+i a I B, - A,BI	 LEI B., - A-B1J
	
AI B, - A,BIj
where:
AI = a I P I a l2a,;a 33a4 ; + bI(l - N,)a12a-'1a32a4_
A, = a _ N t a t_ a 23 a 33a 43 + b.(! -p, )a11(1,.a3_a;,
B I = a 1 0 -N 1 )a 13 CY , 3 a 33 a4 ; + bIp,a13a,. u3.a42
B, = a,(1 
	 1 )a 13a '3a 33 a43 + b.'.N.a!3a,.'a, ;a4,
CI = cl + e 
C, = c, + c,
j,
D I = dla6ll
D, =d2a^o
E 1 = d l E6o t6o - bl IE32t32a42 + E 42 t42 + E 22 t 2 a32 a42 + E13t1p2a22a32a42
• + E 12 t 1 (1 -p2)a22a32a421 - al IE33 t 33 a43 + E43 t 43 + C33C(4--E-73t2
+ E:13tI(1 -p l )a33 a 23 a43 + El2tIpla23a33a431
E2 = d2 E6pt 6p - b2 IE32 t 32 0(41 + E42 t 42	 + E 22 t 2 a32 0'42 + E13t1 p 2 01 22 a32a42
+ E12 t l (1 -1P2 )a11a32 a42J 	- a, IE33 t 33 a43 + E43 t43 + a33 a43E23 t 2
+ E 13 t10 
-p 1 )a33 0'320'43 + E12t1p1a23a33a43I
a l = A 33 - B 31 + N H (B 31	 - B34)
a, = B32 - B 31	 + N V ( B 31	 - B34)
b l = B, - B, I + N H (B 21 - B2)
b 2 = A2 , - B,l	+ Nv(B 21	 - B2)
C 1 = A ll - B 1 	 + NH (BI	 - Al l)
C 2 = A ll	 - B l	 + N.,,(B 1 	- All)
d l = B41 - B 43 + N f1 (A44	 - B4 1)
d, _ B41 - B 42 + Nv ( A44 - B41)
C 1 = E 1	 - E 3 + NH (E4 - E 1 )
C2 = El - t2 + Ny(E4 - E I )
4.4.2.2 188111 Radiometers
rB,C I Bl(',^ rB=D1 - B I D, B,EI B I J- 2T02 = t ul A, B,
= 
A 2B1 J
+ t U4
A l B 2 A2 B I J
+
LA1 B,
= 
A2 Bl
S I C, =A,C,1 rAID,^ AI	 , A,11
Tu3	 t u l { a 1 B2 a 2 B1J
+	 t	 +J
^.:A1 B '-
=A,D,
A2 Btu
+
LA, B2
= 
A, B1
where:
A l = a l Plal2a'33a43a23 + b l O - p2)0 l2a„a32a42
A, 
= 3 2 P I a 120'33 0-43a23 + b2(1 - p2)al2a1'a32a42
k:.
BI = a l (1 -pl )«13 0'23 0133 «43 + bl p2 «13«22«320142
same as 6.6/10.7
B2 = a 2 (1 - PI )« 13 «23 «33 «43 + b2p2013a22a320442
C l = Cl + el + tl
C2 = c2 + e.1 + f2
D l .► same as 6.6/10.7
D2 -► same as 6.6/10.7
E I a►
 same as 6 .6/10.7
E2 =► same as 6 .6/10.7
1l = A33 - B31 + NH (B 31 -133 )	 e: ° 13 51 - B32 + Nv ( 1334 - B31 )
a2 = B32 - B31 + NV(B31 -B 3 )	 ft = Cl - E 3 + N 11 (E4 -El)
b 1 = B2 - Be l + N t1 ( B 71 - B 2 )	 f2 = El - E2 + Nv(E4 -Cl )
b, = A_2 - B.l + NV (B, l -B,)
c l = A ll - B 12 + N 11(BI2 -All)
c2 = A ll - B 12 + N V ( B 12 -All)
d 1 = B31 - B43 + N  ( A44 - B41 )
ct, = B41 - By, + Nv ( A 44 - B4 1 )
e l = B 51 - B 5 3 + N11(B54 -BS1)
4.4.2.3 =1(;112 Radiometer
^B,C I - B I C, B, D I - BID.,
_
B 2 E l	 - B1 t.z
^A1 B. - A,BI
Tu^- tul + tua A I B, - A,B I J
+
A l B, - A2 BI
.a 1 C, - A.C I i A 1 D 2 - A.) 1 AIF2 - A-11^_
TU3 -
 t 0 A B,1_ - A,B	 !U
f try
A BL	 1	 2 - A,B_	 1 + A B,1_ - A,B_	 1J
Where:
A l 
= 3 1 p 1 a,3a;3 + b l l l -p, )a3.a5,
A, = a,p l a,;a ;3 + b,(1 -p 2 )a„a;2
B I = a l (I -pl )a 23a53 + blp2a,2a;2
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B2 = a 2 0 -Pt )« 23 «53 + b2P2«22a52
C t = c l + el
C 2 =c2+e2
D t = same as 6.6/10.7
D2 = same as 6.6/10.7
E l = dl E60 t60 - bl (E22 t 2a52 +E52t52) - a l 1E,3 t 2 a53 +E53 t53)
E2 = d2E6ot6o - b2(E,2t,a52+E52t52) - a2 (E23 t 2 aS3 +E53t53)
a l = A33 - B31 + NH (B31 - B34)
a, = B32 - B31 + NV 1831 - B34)
bl = B, - B21 + Nil (BZt	 - BZ)
b 2 = A22 - B21 + NV(B21 - B,)
c l = A ll - B 1	 + N lt (B 1	 - All)
c2 = A l l - B1 + NV (B l - All)
d i = B41 - B43 + N il (A44 - B41)
d2 = B41	 - B42 + N V (A 44 - B41)
ei = E l	 - E3 	+ Nil (C4 - E 1 )
C Z = E l - E Z + NV V4 - E l )
4.4.14 2l (:Hz Upluulc Radiometer
T►s = Atu l + Bt ►► 1 N + Ctm + DtL4 N + UN + F + G + H
where:
A = {1 + B31 -E. - B, B32 	 - I
B = { - 1 - B 31 + C4 + BI + B 4 } + I
C = (a W IB41 - aW I}	 1
D = {a to law - B41 1 } - 1
= {1: a) t a ► I B41 + A44 I + L ss t ss I B ., - B l 1 +E25 t 25 IBtu"a25 - B,a ssaZj I } 
_ 1
1 = {i 600, I B41 - B42 1 } - 1
jj
G s l E55 to [B 21 - A221) + I
H = [ E 25 t25 (a 25a 55 (A22 - B21 )[) _ I
I =	 1a15A22 - 021*55)(1 -N) - B2as5N)
4.4.2.5 37CIlz Radiometer
Tos = { to4 [R l (Y2 Z 3 - Y3 Z2) - S 1 (Y 1 Z 3 - Y3Z1) + U1(Y1 Z2 - Y2Z1)[
+ t o1 [R2 (Y2 Z3 - Y3 Z 2 )- S2 (Y 1 Z 3 - Y 3 Z 1 ) + U 2 (Y1 Z 2 - Y2Z1))
+ (R3(Y,Z3 — Y3Z2) — S 3 (Y 1 Z 3 — Y3 ZO + U 3(YI Z2 — Y2 Zt )[)
T [X1 (Y2 Z3 — Y3 Z 2 ) — X 2 (Y1 Z 3 — 1'3 Z 1 ) + X 3 (Yt Z2 — Y2 Z 1 ))
T03 = { to,1 (X 1 (S 1 Z 3 - U 1 Z 2 ) + X,(U 1 Z 1 - R 1 Z 3 ) + X 3(R 1 Z 2 - S1 Z 1 )1
.	 + t01 [Xt(S,Z3 - U 2 Z 2 ) + X,(U,Z 1
 - R 2 Z 3 ) + X3(R2Z2 - S2Z1))
+ ( X 1(S3Z3 - U 3Z2) + X,(U;Z I - R 3 Z 3 ) + X3(R3Z: - S 3 Z t )[}
[X 1 (Y,Z 3 - Y3 Z 2 ) - X,(Y 1 Z 3 - Y3 Z 1 ) + X 3 (Y 1 Z, - Y2Z1)[
T02 = [ to,1 (X Ii L'i Y_ - S 1 Y 3 ) + X,(R 1 N'3 - U 1 Y 1 ) + X 3 (S 1 Y 1 - R 1 Y: )[
+ to1 [X I (U,Y, - S 2 Y3 ) + X 2 (R 2 Y,^ - U, Y 1 ) + X 3 (S 2 Y 1 - R 2 Y2 )1
+ (X 1 (U3 Y 2 — S 3 Y3 ) + X,(R 3 Y 3 — U 3 Y 1 ) + X 3 (S,Y 1 — R 3 Y2 )(}
lX I (1' 2 Z 3 — Y3 Z,) — X2(Y 1 Z3 — Y3Z1) + X 3 (Y1 Z2 — Y2 Zt )1
Where:
R 1
 = c 1 - d 1 + Nv(a l -c1)
R, = -d 2 + Nva2
R 3 = -ds + e4
 + Nv(-e4+;15)
S 1
 = el - 4: 1 + N il (aI -c1)
S_ = -r, +ti ll a:
S 3 = -rs + C; + ' H ( - c;+as)
X1 = d6 - es + Nv(C S
 —a6)
X 2
 = C6 - cs + N il (c5-a6)
X3 = b6 — Cs + NS (C S —alb)
Y, = d 3
 — C, + Nv(c, -a3)
1' 2 = c 3 - c, + N il (c, -a3)
1' 3 = b 1 - e 2 + N S ( c2 —a3)
U 1 = e1 - b 1 + N S ( a 1 -c1)	 Z 1 = '14 — C3 + Nv(C 3 -a; )
U, = -b: + Nsa,	 Z 2
 = c4
 - e3 + N11(C3 - a,&)
U; = -bs + e; + N,( -e; + as)	 Z 3 = b4 - C3 + NS(e3-a;)
iV
a 1 = o6OA44
'12 : 
B12 + 
'E4
a = 0- )a a B+ 012 a B3	 P1	 23 S3 3	 P2 2 S2 2
a4 a PI « 23«53 B3 + 0 - P2 )0122 0152 B2
as s E60t6OA44 + BSI(E25t23aS5 + ESStSS) + B3(E23t23a53 + E53t53)
+ B2 1E22 t22 aS2 + E52 tS2 )
a6 - *250'55B51
b1 = aa3 845
b2 = BI + E5
b 3 = 0 -P I )a230'S3B3 + p2a-,a32B2 = a3
b4 = P1 a 23 0'53 B 3+ 0 -P2 )a 22a52 B2 	 a4
bS = EMjt6uB45 + A 55 1E25 t 25 0155 + E55 t 55 ) + B3 1E23 t 23 053 + E33t53)
+ B 2 1E 22 t 2,a52 + E52t52)
b6 = a:s a55 ass
c I = awi B43
C 2 = BI + f3
C3 = ( 1 - PI )« 23 «53 A33 + P2 a„ 0'52 B2
c4 ° PI a:3 a 53 A 33 + (1 - P2 )a,2 a52 B2
c5 =It. t B43 + B 51 1L 25 t 25 a55 +E55 t 53 ) + A 33 1E 23 t 23 a53 +E53t53)
+ B 2 1L 22 t 22 aS2 + L 52 tn )
C6 = a 25a55 B53
JI = a6„ B42
J2 = BI + t2
d3 = l l - PI )a23 a 53 B32 + P2 a„a52 A22
5-
{	 d4 a P1 0 230'53 832 + (1 - A2 )a22a32A22
ds : E6Ot6()842 + B52(E23t23055 + LSS t33 ) + 832(E23t23Q33 + E53t53)
+ A22 (E22 t 22 aS2 + E52 152 )
C
d6 = « 23«53 832
e l : 06O B41 I e2 : B 21 + E I
C3 : (1 
- Pl )a23 a s3831 + p20122a32821
C4 : pl a 230'53 831 + 0 -p2)a22a51811
e3 a E60 t6o B41 + 85I 1E 2S 1 23 aSS + E53 1 5s ) + 8 31 (E23 1 23 053 + E53 tM )
+ 82l (E22 1 :2 as2 + E32 1 52 )
C6 = 0'250'551331
4.4.3 Radiometer Equations - SMMR Simulator—Gencral Form
This section presents the general form of the radiometer equation realized when the questions
in Section 4.4.2 are fully expanded. This expansion is undertaken in Reference 43.
o.(,J0.7,18/21GIU Radiometers
T = Atw, + Btw N ll + Ctw NV + Dt L + lErt LN ll + FtLNV
+Ny - L i t i + N^, I li i E i t i + I I E i ti
,1 GNl. Uplook
T = Atw + Btw,N + Ct L + DtL N + N::E i E i tl + IL1'A ti
376111 Radiometer
T = At w, + Btw N lt + Ct w.N %, + Dtw.Ns + t-'tL + 1-tLNtt
+ Gt N %. + tit_ Ns + Nll ,*; J I ; 1 t i + Nv I ILL tl
+ Ns::KiL'i ti + I L,E I ti
18
qF	
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5.0 SMMR SIMULATOR ALGORITHM DEVELOPMLNT
This section develops the algorithms for reduction of SMMR Simulator data for the 1975
Nimbus-G Untivrll,ght Test Series. Two of the seven radiometer systems will not be considered
in this effort:
(1) 1 SGHz radiometer system: The I SGHz radiometer system developed an oscillation in
the receiver electronics during the expenment flight series. At this writing it has proven
impossible to extr:;ct data information from the oscillatory signal,
(21 6.66tiz radiometer system: The horizontal polarizati n receive antenna for tht. 6.6611z
radiometer system exhibits an anomolous grating lobe located at approximately 40'
right and -30' elevation relative to aircraft. The lobe magnitude approximates 3(Y; of
the receive power in the horizontal channel. With the unknown target observed b}
this lobe at the high receive power in the lobe, data analysis has been deemed imposs-
ible. Analysis may be undeataken separate front the present work to reduce the 0.6
vertical channel data.
5.1 DeriNation Technique
A typical SMMR Simulator signal path is schematically represented in figure 5.5-1.
NOT LOAD t-^1 TOW
	
T,• fWIXN	 RECEIVER
"ADO ME	 ANTENNA	 WAVEGUIOE @l	 WAVEGUIDE 12
	
KDCK	 ElECT110NICf
l	 I ?w.
COLD LOAD ',+1 WAVEGUIOt COLD LOAD 6—..J Tk
Figure 5-1
Define the tulluwin_ ternw
Tu = rcecIvvd power, incident radwtlon ctlectivc brightness temperature
T i i	 et't'ectiv+; brightness temperature at switch bluck input
1 = B = intenni signal h;:'h
i = c = cold callbration load signal path
i = w = warm calihratiun land si_na! path
ul	= trattsauisst^ii of exicrnal cictucllt
j9
j = 4 = radome
3 = antenna
= waveguide 1
I = waveguide
tj
 = physical temperature of external clement
From radiative transfer theory (Section 4) it is seen that:
Tt:a = a4 a3 a,at
 TB + ( 1 - a4 ) a3 a,a t t4 + (1 - a3 ) an a l t3
+ 0 - al) at t, + (1 - a t ) tt
Tt:c = Tt*,(. + (1 - ac) tc
Trw = Tw
Define:
ao = a4a3a,at
t t	= 1	 - at
a,) at
t3 = (1	 - a3 )a, at
V4 = (1	 - a4 ) a3 a, at
Then:
TFB = ac TB + t  t  + t, t, + t3 t 3 + t4 t4
Define hvo additional terns:
Tki = effective bri0itness temperature at receiver Occtronics input
Vi = receiver electronics output voltage
(5.1-1 a)
(5.1-1b)
(5.1-1 c)
(5-1-2)
(5.1-3)
(5.1-7)
For the switch block. radiative transfer analysis in Section 4 showed:
TKi = Ai Tj - i + ( 1 - A i ) to + Li	 (5.1-8)
where Ai = switch block transmissivity for measurement channel
Li
 = leakage from other channels into measurement channel
00
1Define Alun	 leakage path transmissivity
m = leakage signal
n = measurement signal
Then:
LB ! PCB TrC + hB Ttw - WCB + Ov8 ) to	 (5.1-9)
Lc = OBC T1.B + hC Tt:w - (08C + PWC ) to	 (5.1-l0)
Lw = aBw T 1 : B + RCw Tr•C - C3B1V + 0(,.W ) to (5.1-1I)
At this writing, a measurement technique has not been devised to determine values associated
with leakage from and/or into the warm load channel. For this algorithm development, it will
be assumed all such leakages are neglibible, thus Qmw = Own = 0.
Then:
(5.1-1?)
(5.1-13)
LB = OCB TFC - OCB to
Lc = 0Bc T 1 : 8 - OBC to
LW=0
Recall the basic radiometer response equation
Vi = U + G Ta i = U + G (Ai TRi + (1 - Ai ) to + Li)
where U = offset
G = gain
VC = U + G ( Ac T t :C + ( l - Ac ) to + Lc)
Vw = U + G (AW Tt:w + (1 - A W ) to + Lw )
note to = Tt:W
VC - VW = G (Ac Tt:C - Aw Tt:w + Lc - Lw )
therefore
G = (VC - VW )/(Ac Tt :C - AW Tf:w + Lc - Lw
front egUat1011 5.1-1 5
^' i - U
TRi - G
(5.1-16)
(5.1-17)
(5.1-18)
(5.1-19)
(5.1-20)
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Uquating (5.1-8) and (5.1-20) and substituting (5.1-19) yields
Lw]
Tta - TUN - Tt:w - Tt:(•
	Ac	 At
Ni -
	
(5.1--'
 11
where
Vi - VW
Ni 
VC - VW
and
aRi = Ac /Ai 	(5.1-23)
Note to = T t:w and substitute equations (5.1-1 	 13. 14) into equation (5.1-21)
T t :B = T t:w +TFC - T t:w + 'w (T,,.,,-
 TI.-w ) ORB NR - 
LCB (T t:C - Tt:w)	 (5.1-24)
A,
	
B
Define a term:
^mn
.C„; „	 as the switch block leakage ratio(s):
Then
,r:,B = T t:w + IT t c . - T I - W + .C BS • ('r t :B - Tt . w )l ORB N B - °C L,B (T t :(. - Tt:w)(5.1-25)
Rearranging terms
T i %e + IT t r• - T j ;^ (I + .C^ •)1 ORB N B - C( •B ( T t( • - T1.1%,)
1' t : B =	 15.1-2c.,)
1 — L BC• ORB NB
Equating equations (5.1-26) and (5.1-7) and rearranging terms we arrive at the algorithm equation
sotutiou for the incident radiation effective brightness temperature:
1	 T iw + IT,^ - TI%V (1 - .C W )I aRi, N B - Lj -B ( T I p• - T,^v)
^IB - 
Ou
_	
1 - L Bc' OR Ba	 N B
	(5.1 7)
- f t t  - fItI - fat; - V4t4
5.. SNIMR Simulator System Algorithi is
This section presents the SNINIR Simulator system algorithms for the 10.7G1dz. -'I(lllz Up-
look. 3'Gtlz. and 37Gliz uptook radiometers. The equations are left as two independent seta.
(,
derived as in Section 5.1. for the external loss elements and the switch block leakage paths.
These equations are analogous to equations (5.1-7) and (5.1 -26).
(Note:
	
For the algorithm development undertaken. antenna polarization cross talk is as-
sumed to be negligible and is therefore not included at this writing.)
5.2.1	 10.7GHz Radiometer System
TF,
4	 2V	 1V
Tev
3 TFH 
T eM 2H	 1H
TFC
SWITCH
BLOCK ELECTRONICS V
tc
T
tw
Figure 5-2
Tull	 = Teli a )ll	 + V 111 t, 11 	+ f2102111 	 + X 3103	 + t'404
T l:v = Tev c ()v + £ 10 1%' + C20 2V + ^303 + ('av t{
Tl (^	 = tc
T L;w = t w (5.2-4)
[
T,I , ,,]=[l
	- altll -CIIC' N il	 -EVII	 - aRli C%'(' N il
-I
1 
	
ti' CHV - aRV Clic- NV 	 1 - «RV LVC NV
(5.2-5)
 l + l(•ll + 410 - 4-11 tc - aRll N il 	 t %%,( I + Eli( • + 1% ,C ) - tc[w (
+ 4UV + ,EU0 -,CC tC -aRv N 4. {tw(1 +Xlw +.0 0-t o }^4( I
where
'	 ^rFl	 - VWN il	 = (5.2-6)
VC -
 
VW
and
_ V IA'
5.2-7
VC - VW
sF
Solution for incident brightness temperatures equates (5.2-1), (5.2-2) and (5.2-5).
5.2.2 21 Gtiz Radiometer System
TF
1V
TSH	 3	 1 
H	 TFH
SWITCH
ELECTRONICS
	 VT, BLOCK H
tc
TFln,
tw
Figure 5-3
Trll - TIM %H + V 311 t 3 + C lH till
Tl:v = Tliv aoV + V 3e t3 + tivtly
Tl .(• = tc
Tim = tw
1
Tt:lt
	 1 - attll Cll( • N H	 ^Cvll - aRlt Cvc Nil
T I .-V V ^HV - aRV XHC Nv 1 - aRV Xvc Nv
tw(1 + °x( • 11 + °Cvli )
-
.CcH tc - aRl1 Nil { t w ( I +Xllc +Jvc)-tc}
x
tw(1 + 'Ccv +'Cllv) - 'CCV tc - axv Nv {t w (1 + xll(- + -CvC ) - tc}
Solution for incident brightness temperatures equates (5.2-8), (5.2-9), and (5.2-12).
5.2.3 21 (311z Uplooking Radiometer System
TFU
Teu^'^► 3	 1
EG 
TFC SWITCH
	 ELECTRONICS
	
VBLOCK
rFw
tw
Fi,ure 5-4
04
(5.-'-8)
(5.2-9)
(5 ?-IO)
{ 5.2-1 1)
(5.2-12)
H-ure 5-5
Tev^...►
TON
Tau'z►
 31 Y
. ` '^ •L Kv-- ul A T
T I :U = TBU % + C 3 t3 + Q l t l	 15.^-13)
T t :C = to ae + (I - a,; ) tU	 (5.^-14)
TI :U = (l - aR XUc N) [tw(I + CCU ) - LCU T I :C - aR N (tw (1 + XUC ) - Tt:C}](5.'_-16)
Solution for incident brightness temperature equates (5.2-13) and (5.2-16).
5.2.4 37GHz and 37GHz Uplook Radiometer Systems
In-as-much-as the 37GHz and 37GHz uplook radiometer systems share a common switch
block and electronics, these systems are treated as a single :nit.
T 1 . 11 - TBIt doll + C 311 t 3 + 0 111 tlH
	 l5.-'-17)
T1 : %, = TBV aov + C 3v t3 + C l%r tiv	 (5..-1Sl
T I :U = THl' col! + C 3U t 3U + t101U	 l5.'-19)
T l :(• = tc a(; + l l - a) tG	 (5.2--`0)
T I . W = tw	 (5.2-21)
05
r t H	 -1
Try = A x B
T t : u
(1 - aRtl tHC Nil )	 ('CVH - aRH XVC N il )	 ( 'CUH - aRH 'CUC Nil)
A = ( 'CHV - aRV CHC NV ) (1 - aRV Cvc N V )	 (°CUV - aRV XUC NV) (5.2-23)
( 'Cilu - aRU CHC NU) ('CvU - aRU CVC NU ) (I - aaU CUC NA)
tw( l + .CCH + XVH + 'CUH) - XCH TI:C
B = tw (1 + .C(
-v + -C liv + XUv ) - CCV Trc
t w (1 + XCU + °CHU + -CvU ) - Ccu Trc
(5?-24)
aRH N il (t w [ I + -I•ilC + XIVC + -C UC 1 - TI.C)
aRV NV ( t w J I + .CH(. + C%,c + -CUC - TI:C)
aRU N U(tw[ I + XHC + L,.,C + aCUC J -TI.C)
Solution for incident brightness temperatures equates (5.2-17), (5.2-18), (5.2-19) and (5.2-22).
5.3 SMMR Simulator Algorithm Coefficient Values
Table 5-1 is a summary of the external coefficient values required to solve the algoritlim
equation sets presented in Section 5.2. Sections 7 and 8 will detail the determination of these co-
efficient values.
Table 5-I
llxtvrnal Loss
Coefficient
10.7 -'1 37
11 V H V UP H V UP
aR 0.94 0.94 0.90 0.90 0.96 0.97 0.95 0.95
aO 0.65 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.59 0.54 0.74 0.49
0.03 0.03 0.12 0.08 0.13 0.07 0.11 0.18
0.03 0.06 N;A N(A N/A N/A N/A N/A
l 3 0.15 0.09 0.11 0.16 0.28 0.39 0.15 0.33
ti4 I	 0.14 0.06 N,A N;A N/A VA N/A N/A
kc N A N A N 'A N "A 0.88 0.82 0.82 0.82
c^6
1	 7'
Table 5-2
Leakage Ratio x 100
i
Leakage Coefficient 10.7 21 21 UP 37 37UP
Xvtt 0.354 0.000 N/A 0.165 N/A
'CCH 3.100 0.588 N/A 3.554 N/A
XUH N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.165
.CtiV 0.371 0.091 N/A 0.146 N/A
.C(y 1.206 2.366 N/A 0.512 N/A
.C UV N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.146
'CHC 0.918 0.710 N/A 0.880 N/A
.CVC 0.184 0.850 N%A 1.110 N/A
.CUC N/A N/A 0.809 N/A 2.840
.CHI, N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.091
XVU N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.274
.CCU N/A NlA 2.635 N/A 0.183
6.0 EFFECTS OF COMPONENT MISMATCH ON THE OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS OF
A RADIONIETLR SYSTEM
All equations anti derivations in the previous sections of this document assume a negligible
component mismatch (VSWR = 1). This section will investigate the effect of component mis-
match oil 	 operation characteristics previously discussed.
It is noted at the outset that any numerical analysis attempted will provide an inexact solu-
tion in-•as—much—its omy the magnitude of the mismatch effect (VSWR) can be calculated. Aiiy
phase relationships causing variation in the radiometer system operation characteristics must be
determined empiricaily.
6.1 First Order \'SN'R Effect
The principle effect of the antenna VSWR is a reduction in the poe. ,er transruitted to the
rest of the radiometric system. There is a partial reflection of the incident signal at the
/) 7
antenna/radiometer interface, which may be characterized by a power reflection coefficient R and
a transmittance 0. such that 0 = 1 - R. When an incident signal of brightness temperature TB
falls on the antenna, a fraction 0 T H
 is transmitted to the radiometric system while the fraction
RTu is reflected back into space (assuming no thermal losses within the antenna). The reflection
coefficient is related to the measured VSWR Vo by
ff. `.
VSWR - 1
VSWR + 1
When an ideal lossless radiometer is calibrated according to the standard form, 0 is assumed
to be unity. As shown previously, the standard calibration equation and calibration constants A
and B are given by
T$ = A - BN	 (6.1-2a)
W° Nc	 C'I Nw
A =
	
	 -	 (6.1-2b)
Nc - Nw Ne - Nw
and
Wu - ( • i1
B =
	
	 (6.1-2e)
Nc - Nw
where N is a normalized Output voltage. W" is a known warm-temperature reference load yield-
ing a normalized output voltage Nw. and C O
 is a known cold-temperature source yielding a
normalized output voltage Nc.
Assume the 1st order antenna VSWR effect is included in the calibration procedure. When
the hot load at temperature V is observed the system "sees" T Bely = 0 WO . Similarly the system
sees Tit = 0 C I' when the cold load is observed. The revised calibration equations become:
	
T S
 
IIKO =a-bN	 (6.1-3a)
	
W`O = a - bNw	 (6.1-3b)
and
	
C4 = a - bNc	 (6.1-3e)
with the new calibration constant a and b now defined as:
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(WO Nc	 CO NO
u = 4
	
	
-	 = OA	 (6.1-4a)
(Nc - Nw Nc - Nw)
(W° - C))
b = O	 = O B	 (6.1-4b)
'	 Nc - Nw
Although the interpretation of the calibration constants is somewhat changed from the
standard case, the predicted brightness temperatures, Td and T&.ff , are identical because of the
linearity of the radiometer. This is seen if we consider a general observation with normalized
output voltage N. The formulation including the effect of VSWR's (Equations (6.1-3) and
(6.1-4) yields:
T"S'vtb = a- bN=OA - OBN
or
T S-""0=a-bN=A-BN
which is identical to the case (Equation (6.1-2a)) when VSWRs were not ex licit) included.
Only the physical interpretation of the calibration constants (a, b, A, and B) is different in two
cases. The sane predicted brightness temperatures result from any observation.
6.2 Second Order VSNVR Effect
When external thermal losses are present (e.g.. waveguide, radomne and antenna losses), the
VSWR's have a more subtle effect, since they affect the values of these losses which are radiom-
etrically determined.
A typical SMMR Simulator radiometer system is schematically represented in Figure 6-1.
That component which contributes an appreciable mismatch into the radiometer system is the
antenna. Transmission line theory slows that the antenna VSWRs as determined at the antenna
output. will be reduced when measured at the output of the waveguide section connecting the
antenna to the ferrite switch assemrbiy.
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Define SA = Antenna VSWR at the antenna output
Su = VSWR of the antenna at the wavy ,uide output
L = insertion loss in dB through the waveguide
ANT.	 W/a H FERRITE SWITCH H ELECTRONICSRECEIVER
Figure 6-1
The following relationship can be expressed for the effective VSWR:
COTH- t S(; = COTH- t
 SA + L/8.686 	 (6..- I )
The VSWR of the antenna /waveguide component will cause a change in the operation ci ►ar-
acteristics ( VSWR, isolation, insertion loss) of the ferrite switch assembly. Define the following
additional terms:
S t : = ferrite switch input VSWR
St e t_ = effective ferrite switch VSWR
LA = insertion loss of antenna /waveguide
L t : = insertion loss of ferrite switch
Ls = system insertion loss
The following relations hold:
MI.
S2 S( , + Si	
16.. )
St: + S(;
and
	Ls = LA + L t : + 20 logtu (1 ± 11'. rt , t .1)	 (6.2-3)
where
	
1 r6 I = S` ' - !	 and I 1 'j : L l = ^i !	 !	 ! 6..--1 1
	
S6 + 1	 $t: t_ + !
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Define 1-11 as an effective ferrite switch insertion loss where
	
Lt :t = Lt + 20 log to (I 3 Irc, rt :L l)	 (6.2-5)
a
	
	
The effective ferrite switch isolation may be determined from Table 6-1 using the value SJ+
calculated in Equation
Recall the ferrite switch junction in the SMMR Simulator radiometer systems is a three port
circulator (figure 6-2). When the ferrite is biased for clockwise circulation, any input signal at
port 1 travels to port 2. signal at port 2 travels to port 3, and signal at port 3 travels to port 1.
The ferrite's magnetic field does not entirely cut off counterclockwise signal travel. Therefore, a
portion of the input signal at port 2 reaches port 1, at port 1 reaches port 3, and at port 3
reaches port '. The direct (clockwise) path transmissivity is defined as a while the indirect (counter-
clockwise) p: 'i. isolation transmissivity is defined as i3. Therefore, the outputs at each port will be
OUT t = IN 3a + iN,9	 (6.2-6a)
OUT, = IN,* + IN 3 0	 (6.2-6b)
OUT S = iN.a + IN 1 9	 (6.:-60
A similar equation set may be developed when the ferrite is biased to provide counterclockwise
direct path circulation.
PORT 1
A	 PORT 2
PORT 3
1°i"Urc 0Lh
k —	 -	 .r o.^"aa i
Table 6-1
Ferrite Junction VSWR-1Kilation (Approximate)
VSWR ISOL VSWR ISOL VSWR ISOL. VSWR ISOL
1.001 66.025 1.051 32.088 1.102 26.281 1.210 20.443
1,002 60.009 1.052 31,923 1.104 26.120 1.220 20.079
1.003 56.491 1.053 31.762 1.106 25.963 1.230 19.732
1.004 53,997 1.054 31.604 1.108 25.809 1.240 19.401
1.005 52.063 1.055 31.449 1.110 25.658 1.250 19.085
1.006 50.484 1.056 31.297 1.1 t 2 25.510 1.260 18.783
1,007 49.149 1.057 31.147 1.114 25.364 1.270 18.493
1.008 47.993 1.C58 31000 1.116 25.221 1.280 18.216
1,009 46.975 1.059 30.865 1,118 25.081 1.290 17.949
1.010 46,064 1.060 30.714 1.120 24.943 1.300 17.692
1.011 45.240 1.061 30.575 1.122 24.808 1.310 17.445
1.01 2 44.489 1.062 30.438 1.124 24.675 1.320 17.207
1.013 43.798 1.063 30.303 1,126 24.544 1.330 16.977
1.014 43.159 1.064 30.171 1.128 24.415 1.340 16.755
1.015 42.564 1.065 30.040 1.130 24.289 1.350 16.540
1.016 42.007 1.066 29.912 1.132 24.164 1.360 16.332
1.017 41.485 1.067 29.785 1.134 24.042 1.370 16.131
l	 1.018 40.943 1.068 a	 29.661 1.136 23.921 1.380 15.936
I	 11019 40.528 1.0(14 24.538 1.138 23.803 1.390 15.747
1.020 40.086	 1, 1.070 29.417	 i 1.140 23.686 1.400 15.563
1.02 i 39.667	 , 1.071
I
!	 29.298 1.142 :'3.571 1.410 15.385
1.0222 ;	 39.267 I	 1.0 1 2 24.181I
1.144 23.457 1.420 15.211
I	 1.023 38.8x5 1	 1.073 29.066 1.146 23.346 1.430I
15.043
1.024 38.520 j	 1.074 :8.45: 1.148 :3.235 1.440 14.879
1.025 38.170	 ^I 1.075 28.839 1.150 23.127 I	 1.450 14.719
1 .026 37.833 1.076 28.728 1.152 23.020 1.460 14.564
1.027 37.510 ^	 1.077 28.611) 1.154 2_'.414 1.470 14.412
1.029 37.148
j
I,1.078 '_8.511 1.156 22.810 1.480 14.264
1,021 3(1.848 1.074 ]	 2h.405 1.158 22.708 1.440 14.120
1030 36.607 1.080 l	 28.299 1.160 22.607 l	 1.500 13.979
1.031 36.327 i i	 1.081 j	 28.146 1,162 22.507  1.520 13.708
1.0?2 '	 3(1.055 ^!	 1A8. 28.043 1.164 22.408 1.540 13.449
1,033 35, 792 1.083 27,942 1.166 22.3i 1 1.560 13.:01
1.034 +	 35.537 j	 1.084 27.892 1.168 22.215 1.580 12.964
1,035 35,.00 1.0,45 27.744 1.170 22.120 1.600 12.736
1.036 35.044 1.0 86 27.696
,
1.172 22.027 f
1,1)17 34.816 I i 	 1.087 27.(100 !	 1.174 21.934 j	 1.620 I	 12.518
1.0 is 34.5Kx 1.088 9	 27,505 +;	 1.176 _21,843 i	 1.6A 12.309
1.034 3.3, 31,7 1.089 27.411 1.178 21.753 I	 1,660 12.107
1.040 34.151 1.090 27.318 1.180 21.664] 1.680 il	 11.4131.700 11.725
1.041 '	 33.441 ';	 1,04 1 _62'2' ,^	 1.18_ 1,5,	 p2	 7 l
1.042 31. ', 3 6 i;	 1.09 2 i	 .7.135 1.184 1	 21.489 j'	 1.7'0 11.545
1.043 33, 5 It, i!	 1.090 27.041, !!	 1.18(1 '	 21.40 1, !	 1.740 11370
3 1.341
+ iI f
	
-11. -18 I	 1."n0 i	 11..02
1,045 ?.150 l^	 1.095 2(1.x(19 1.140 .34 °i	 1.7 901.800 j	 11.03410.88 tt 1.04t,31, l	 32.9(13 1.0)•►6 26.782 1,192 21.151
1.047 32.780 I	 1.0" 7 !	 26.497 i^	 1.194 21.069
f	 1.048 32.(10. "	 1.098 I	 26.61'_ !	 1.19(1 2U.9Kx 1.820 i	 10.7:9
1.040 32.427 ii	 LOIN ^	 .6.529 l '	 I.1' ► 8 ^	 2U.407 1.840 10.591
I	 1.050 f	 32.:56 a'	 1.100 .6.444 ^^	 1.200 20.828 !'	 I,Kt.O I0.437	 !10.29xj I	 1. oo 10.10	 I
U
Equation set (b..'.-b) will hold true as long as there is no component mismatc h at the input
ports. Should such a mismatch occur, additional terms will be required it. the equation set.
These terms will account for any reflected signal caused by the mismatch. The coefficient of
reflectivity. r (equation 6.2-4). for a given mismatch (VSWR) is defined as that fractional
amount of a signal which is reflected when a mismatch is encountered (see Table G--').
Given a mismatch at port 1 Wi. •urc b-_). a portion of the signal output at port 1 (Equation
(b.?-ba)) will be reflected as a secondary input:
IN', - f (OUT 1) = r (1N 3 a + INz;)	 (6.2-7)
Thus the input signal at port I becomes: INS
where	 INS = IN, + IN',	 (b.--8)
Therefore. from L:quation (b.:-b):
OUT, - INia + IN 30 - 11Np + r(IN 3 a + IN,O)la + IN 30	 (b.:-ya)
OUT S - 1N,a + IN"i = IN_a + (IN, + r(1N 3 a + 1N.201 0 	 (b.`-yb)
Similar equations may be generated with mismatches at other ports. These further mis-
matches will cause a "domino effect" through the entire equation set.
The following effects when a mismatch occurs in a radiometer system typical of the SSIMR
simulator have been noted:
a. The ferrite junction isolation will be reduced from that physically measured.
b. The ferrite junction insertion loss will vary, :nay increase or decrease. dependent upon
VS1!'R phase relations.
c. Input signal ttuaing will occur due to circulator operation and mismatch reflection.
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Table 6-2
VSWR-Coefficient of Reflectivity
VSWR Rho V Rho P VSWR Rho V Rho P VSWR Rho V Rho P VSWR Rho V Rho P
1.001 0.0005 0.00000 1.051 0.0249 0.00062 1.102 0.0485 0.00235 0.210 0.0950 0.00903
1.002 0.0010 0.00000 1.052 0.0253 0.00064 1.104 0.0494 0.00244 0.220 0.0991 0.00982
1.003 0.0015 0.00000 1.053 0.0258 0.00067 1.106 0.0503 0.00253 1.230 0.1031 0.01064
1.004 0.0020 0.00000 1.054 0.0263 0.00069 1.108 0.0512 0.00262 1.240 0.1071 0.01148
1.005 0.0025 0.00001 1.055 0.0268 0.00072 1.110 0.0521 0.00272 1.250 0.1111 0.01235
1.006 0.0030 0.00001 1.056 0.0272 0.00074 1.112 0.0530 0.00281 1.260 0.1150 0.01324
1.007 0.0035 0.00001 1.057 0.0277 0.00077 1.114 0.0539 0.00291 1.270 0.1189 0.01415
1.008 0.0040 0.00002 1.058 0.082 0.00079 1.116 0.0548 0.00301 1.280 0.1228 0.01508
1.009 0.0045 0.00002 1.059 0.0287 0.00082 1.118 0.0557 0.00310 1.290 0.1266 0.01604
1.010 0.0050 0.00002 1.060 0.0291 0.00085 1.120 0.0566 O.J0320 1.300 0.1304 0.01701
1.011 0.0055 0.00003 1.061 0.0296 0.00088 1.122 0.0575 0.00331 1.310 0.1342 0.01801
1.012 0.0060 0.00004 1.062 0.0301 0.00090 1.124 0.0584 0.00341 1.320 0.1379 0.01902
1.013 0.0065 0.00004 1.063 0.0305 0.00093 1.126 0.0593 0.00351 1.330 0.1416 0.02006 .
1.014 0.0070 0.00005 1.064 0.0310 0.00096 1.128 0.0602 0.00362 1.340 0.1453 0.02111
1.015 0.0074 0.00006 1.065 0.0315 0.00099 1.130 0.0610 0.00373 1.350 0.1489 0.02218
1.016 0.0079 0.00006 j 1.066 0.0319 0.00102 1.132 0.0619 0.00383 1.360 0.1525 `0.02327
1.017 0.0084 0.000,07 11.067 0.0324 0.00105 1.134 0.0628 0.00394 1.370 0.1561 0.02437
1.018 0.0089 0.00008 1.068 0.0329 0.00108 1.136 0.0637 0.00405 1.380 0.1597 0.02549
1.019 0.0094 0.00009 1.069 0.0333 0.00111 1.138 0.0645 0.00417 1.390 0.1632 0.02663
1.020 0.0099 0.00010 1.070 0.0338 0.00114 1.140 0.0654 0.00428 1.400 0.1667 0.02778
1.021 0.0104 0.00011 I 1.071 0.0343 0.00118 1.142 0.0663 0.00439 1.410 0.1701 0.02894
1.022 0.0109 0.00012 1.072 0.0347 0.00121 1.144 0.0672 0.00451 1.420 0.1736 0.03012
1.023 0.01141 0.00013 i 1.073 0.0352 0.00124 1	 1.146 0.0680 0.00463 1.430 0.1770 0.03131
1.024 0.01191 0.00014 1.074 0.0357 0.00127 1.148 0.0689 0.00475 1.440 0.1803 0.03252
1.025 0.0123 0.00015 1.075 0.0361 j 0.00131 1.150 0.0698 0.00487 1.450 0.1837 0.03374 1
1.026 0.0128 , 0.00016 1.076 0.0366 0.00134 1.152 0.0706 0.00499 1.460 0.1870 0.03497
1.027 0.0133 0.00018 1.077 0.0371 0.00137 1.154 0.0715 0.00511 1.470 0.1903 0.03621
1.028 0.0138 0.00019 1.078 0.0375 j 0.00141 1.156 0.0724 0.00524 1.480 0.1935 0.03746
1.029 0.0143 0.00020 i 1.079 0.0380 0.00144 1.158 0.0732 0.00536 1.490 0.1968 0.03873
1.030 0.0148 0.000221 1 1.080 0.0385 0.00148 1.160 0.0741 0.00549 1.500 0.2000 0.04000
1.031 0.0153 0.00023 1 i 1.081 0.0389 0.00152 1.162 0.0749 0.00561 1.520 0.2063 , 0.04258
1.032 0.0157 0.00025 1.082 0.0394 0.001551 1.164 0.0758 0.00574 1.540 0.'_126 0.04520
1.033 0.016'_ 0.000_26 11.083 0.0398 0.00159 I.i66 0.0766 0.00587 1.560 0.2188 0.04785
1.034 0.0167 j 0.00028 1.084 0.0403 0.00162 1 1.168 0.0775 0.00600 1.580 0.2248 0.050541.035 0.0172 0.00030 1.085 0.0408 0.001661 1.170 0.0783 0.00614 1.600 0.2308 0.05325
1.036 0.0177 0.00031 1.086 0.0412 0.00170 1.172 0.0792 0.00627
1.037 0.0182 10.00033 1.087 0.9417 0.00174, 1.174 0.0800 0.00641 1.620 0.2366 0.05600
1.038 0.0186 000035 1.088 0.0421 0.00178 1.176 0.0809 0.00654 1.640 0.2424 0.05877
1.039 0.0191 0.000371 1.089 0.0426 0.00182 1.178 0.0817 0.00668 1.660 0.481 0.06156
1.040 0.0196 0.00038
1) 1.090 0.0431 0.00185 1.180 0.0826 0.00682 1.680 i 0._537 0.06438i , 1 1.700 t 0.2593 f 0.067221.041 0.0201 0.00040
1 1
1.091 0.0435 0.00189 11.182 0.0834 I O.00696 i
1.042 1 0.0206 ^, 0.00042 ,1 1.092 0.04401 0.00193 1.184 0.0842 i 0.00710 1.720 0.2647 0.07007
1.043 ' 0.0210 0.00044 1.093 j 0.04=411 0.00197" 1.186 0.0851 0.00724 1.740( 0?701 0.072941.044 0.0215 0.00046 i	 1.094 0.04491 0.000'_ ,1 1.188 1 0.0859 i O.M738 1.760 0.754 0.07582 1
1.045 0.0'_20; 0.00048 1.095 10.0453; 0.00206, 1.190 0.0868 0.0675.3 1.780 0._8061 0.07872
1.046 , .02 ().00051 11.096 0.045810.00210 1 1.192 0.0876 0.00767 1.800 0.2857 0.08163
1.047 0.0 ;- -3 -01 0.00053. 1.097 , 0.0463 i 0.00214 1	 1.194 0.0884 0.00782
1.048 10.0234 0.00055 Ij 1.098 0.0467 0.00218( 1.196 0.0893 0.00797 1.820	 1 0.2908 0.084551.049 0.0'_39 0.000 7 1.099 0.0472 0.00_'_1 21 1.198 0.0901 0.00811 1.840 0.2958 ^ 0.08748
1.050 0.0244 0.00059 1^ 1.100 0.0476 0.00227 ! 1.200 0.0909 0.00826 1.860 0.3007 0.090421
1.880 0.3056 0.093;6
1.900 0.3103 0.09631
VSWK Volta ge Stanclim, Wave Ratic,
Rho V(p c.) V-,Itj,c Reflection Coefticicnt
Rho P(p n) Power Reflection Coefficient = p
A.
W
'4
___• .,*^.
	
___ _. __.	
- ^ •- : -r{V^ cut t^
iIt is concluded that to determine the true nature of these effects on the radiometer system
calibration, a "Cull-up" mission configuration testing program must be undertaken so as to deter-
shine the please dependent relationships noted in the previous discussion.
7.0 SMMR SIMULATOR CALIBRATION TESTING
In Section 5 an equation 'set was derived whereby the absolute brightness temperature of
the incident scene radiation may be obtained. It was seen that these equations require knowledge
of the physical temperature and the signal lass characteristics of the system components. This
section details the temperature monitoring techniques and the calibration tests made for conlpo- 	 t
rent characteristics determinations.
7.1 Component Physical Temperature Monitorin._
Table 7-1 delineates the Method by which the component physical temperatures are moni-
tored. The components are a s defined In Section 4, subserlpt ing as in Table 4-2.
Table 7-1
Component FAILlatio ►1 S\'n1b01(S) Monitor Method
Rawome t^ ►► Mathematical Avera,'e o
Total .air Temp ® and the
Antenna Ambient
Antenna t'0 Thermistor©
WaVeVIIuides
Sled t12	 t, 3 T11ermistor
Cm-'o Bay t42	 t 41 Thermistor
Cahill t;, t„ t;., Thermistor
Cold Load t44	 l i4 Ambient
Calibration Loads -
Cold Calcmated Boiling Point of
Hot t,, ► Thei mistor
ferrite Sv. itch t" Tilermistor
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Notes:
(1) Total Air Temperature: ambient air temperature plus ram air temperature where the
ram air temperature is a heating effect caused by air flow friction on the aircraft skin—
for ground based calibrations ram air temperature is zero.
('_) Thermistor Monitor: YSI 4:006 or YSl 44031; thermistor monitor points are multi-
pl,-xed to the data recording system; sample rate of approximately once every two
.inutes.
(3) Boiling Point of Liquid Nitrogen (LN, ): the cold load temperature is tine boiling point
of the cryogenic liquid: nominal value 77.2'K; housekeeping data records aircraft cabin
altitude. using this value the boiling point is calculated for the given atmospheric
Pressure.
7.2 Component Calibration Tests
The component characteristics required for the equation sets of Sections =1 snd 5 are deter-
mined in two sets of tests. Test set one is a component level testing pro gram. Test set two is a
system level testing program to take into account the VSWR effects noted in Section 6.
7.2.1 Component Level ("Piece Part") Testing*
7.3.1.1 Waveguide. Antenna. Radonne Transmissivities
In all instances. the transnnissivity (u) for the waveguides. antennae. and radomes is deter-
mined radio metrically. The radiometer response equation has the form
(7.3-1)TB A + BV
where
TB = scene
A. B = operation constants
V = systeni output voltage
I ,	 ;6
To determine the transmissivity of the lossy element under test, two targets are observed
with the radiometer system. Target one is viewed at ambient temperature yielding a radiometer
response form:
Tanib = A + B V t	(7'-2)
Target two is a cold temperature, either as liquid nitrogen load or the sky. This target will be
viewed by the radiometer system twice, once with and once without the lossy element included
in the system. For the case of no lossy element we have:
Tcold = A + B V,	 (7.2-3)
For the case of including the lossy element we recall equation 4-1 for radiative transfer through
a lossy element and have a response equation of the form
aTculd + (1 - a) Tamb ° A + B V3	 (7.2-4)
The element transmissivity is calculated from equations 7.2-2, 7.2-3 and 7.'_-4 wherein:
When reduced
aTcold t 1 - a) Tamb A _ Tamb _ A
^'^ - V t	B	 B	 B	 B	 B
V, - VI
	 Tcold A	 Tamb	 A l	
(7.2-5)
( 
B	 B -^ B	 B
V, - VI
= a	 (7.2-b)
V, VI
Tables 7-2 and 7-3 delineate the transmissivities for the S11i11R Simulator components as deter-
mined by
 the above method.
7.2.1.2 Ferrite Switch Block Leakage Ratios
As was diSCUSSed in Section 6. the ferrite switch block will have altered operational character-
istics Nvhen installed in the radiometer s ystem faltered from manufacturers test data taken with
matched loads) due to mismatch with the antennal , I waveguide system. Table 7-4 tabulates the
VSWR seen by the ferrite junctioi 1 5 iookins at the antenna/wave g uide systnnts.
!7
If
Table 7-'_
Waveeuide Transtnissivities
10.7 21 37
V H V H UP V H UP
Sled 0.9444 0.9664
Feedthru 0.9785 0.9809
Caro 0.9879 0.9889
Cabin 0.8498 0.8723 0.8706 0.8335 0.8931 0.7865
Cold Load t 0.8766 0.8212 0.8212 0.8212
Table 7-3
Antenna Transmissivities
10.7 21 37
v H v H UP V H UP
Antenna System 0.904 0.839 0.827 0.859 0.826 0.807 0.535 0.5944
Launch Horn 0.982 0.956 0.932 0.947 0.915 0.891 0.592 0.707_'
Lens 0.921 0.878 1	 0.886 0.907 0.903 0.906 0.903 0.8405
Table 7-4
Antenna and Wave'_uide S ystem VSWR
10.7 21 37
v 1i v Fi UP V ti U"
Antenna 1.20 1.08 1.35 1.04 1.26 1.13 1.40 1.26
W'ave'SUiLIC 1.08 1.10 1.1 1.12 1.10 1.22 1.16 1.04
Ant and W G 1.24 1.28 1.47 1.14 1.29 1.19 1.32 1.19
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Recall Figures 4-14 and 4-15, schematic representations of the ferrite switch block assemb-
lies (Figure 7-1 below).
IN1	 `
IN1	 IN2	 '
IN2	 IN3	 \\ 1	 ^--► OUT
IN3	 \	 t / OUT IN4---^+ \
IN4 
6.8,10.7,22GHz	 18, 37 GHz
Figure 7-1(a).	 Figure 7-1(b).
Define the following symbols:
W = !N 1 = warm calibration input
V = IN2 = vertical polarization input
H = IN3 = horizontal polarization input
C = IN4 = cold calibratior. input
U = INS = uplook (37GHz), terminated (18GHz) input
Define a term called leakage ratio as the ratio of the transntiisivity of an undesired signal path
(3ij ) to the transmissivity of' the primary / desired signal path (aij)
xij = 9i.j i aij	 (7.2-7)
where i = input where signal originates
j = primary si gnal path
Observ ing the possible primar% signal patlls iIl Figure 7-1, the following, transmissivity values may
be determined:
7u
Table 7-5
Primary Path Undesired Paths
C' WW 0VW RHW 9 C 9 U
aVW 0WV ativ 9(v Quv
atiH QVH kH OCH OUH
aCC OVC OHC OWC QUC
aLT Ovu 0HU QCU Owu
(Note: however, no values are obtained for warm load transmissivities. All measuremwlits are
r
Made utilizing the radiometer system. So as to make warm load measurements, disassembly of
the radiometer would be required, leaving no test facility.)
The following test procedure was utilized to determine the leakage ratios cognizant with
the transmissivitics listed in Table 7-5.
Test Step No.	 Procedure
I	 Turn oil 	 sy stem, allow to thermall y stabilize
Connect external elements Ontenna, waveguide, LN, load) to primary signal
path-antenna views ambient load
3	 Connect matched load(s) to undesired patlh(s)
4	 Take radiometer output reading with all ports ambient
5	 Place LN, matched load oil 	 of unwanted signal path input ports, take
radiometer output reading.
v	 Calculate i3 = reading step 5-reading step 4.
7	 Repeat step 5 and 6 on other unwanted signal path ports
S	 Remove external elements from primary path port, place ambient matched loads
oil 	 ports, take radiometer output reading.
y	 Place LN, matched load oil 	 path port, take radiometer output reading.
so
l0	 Calculate a = reading step 9- reacting step 8.
1 I	 Calculate X = Q/a
Table 7-0 delineates the SMMR Simulator Ferrite switch(s) leakage ratios as determined by the
above procedure.
Table 7-6
Ferrite Leakage Ratio x 100
10.7 21 37
4V 1.306 2.300 0.51
ICtt 3.100 0.588 3.554
LCLI N:`A 2.635 0.183
L.",C • 0.184 0.850 1.110
LVtt 0.354 0 0.165
N/A NIA 0.274
LUc N/A 0.809 2.840
LU N/A N; A 0.146
LUtt N.'A NiA 0.165
LttC 0.018 0.710 0.880
Ltty 0.371 0.1191 0.146
Lttt• N'A N/A 0.091
,.3.' System Level "besting
7.3.-'.1 (PrOWld t" Ilangar"1 Tests
SNINIR Simulator data retrieval is complicated by the factor that the system temperatures/
IOSSCS are V:trielit dependent upon aircraft installation positionin g and aircraft operations wherein
Sufficient warm up and stabilicatioa time may not be available prior to deployment and data
taking Commencement and operation at varying altitudes :giving varying ambient temperatures.
bl
The following procedure was utilized whereby the SMMR Simulator temperature dependent
characteristics were monitored under test conditions. All radiometer system outputs and therm
istor monitor points were recorded on magnetic tape for analysis at a later date. Target tempera-
tures were periodically hand logged.
4
The calibrations involve viewing an Eccosorb target at both ambient temperature and when
cooled to liquid nitrogen (77 0 k) temperature. Therefore, the following procedure is run twice
for each radiometer system.
Test Step No.	 Procedure
1	 Position target before antenna aperture.
Start automatic data taking system.
3	 Turn on rachometer electronics-allow to stabilize, monitoring hot load
temperature.
4	 Turn on waveguide heater Section 1 (cabin or cargo bay) - allow system to
stabilize.
j	 Turn on waveguide Section 2 (sled) if applicable - allow system to stabilize.
6	 Turn on antenna heater - if applicable - allow to stabilize.
7	 Turn all heater systems off - allow all components to cool to ambient
temperature.
H	 Turn off di.ta recording system.
y	 Repeat procedure with secund target temperature.
( Note: Three sets of "hamzar" test data were made for the 1078 NIMBUS-G underili_tht: ( I )
AMI-S. pre-d:ployment. (2) FAIRBANKS. mid-deployment. and (3) AMES, post-deploy.incnt.
The Fairbanks data set afforded a ureater temperature dynamic test ran;_e than the two Anies
data sets.)
S-
r
'._'._' ' Airborn Testing
All SMMR Simulator antennas are installed so as to view the earth at an attitude of 45°
down and to the right with respect to the aircraft. Two aircraft maneuvers were executed as
often as feasible during the NIMBUS-G underflight series to provide calibration points for the
SMMR Simulator.
One maneuver has been termed a "wing over" where the aircraft is placed in a 90° left bank
(wings perpendicular to the earth). This points the SMMR Simulator antenna 45° above the
horizon thus viewing the sky or cosmic background radiation of approximately 3°K, the best
possible cold calibration for the systems.
The second aircraft maneuver utilized for calibration is a 45° right bank during which the
radiometer systems are nadir viewing. When nadir viewing. all polarization effects become non-
existant and the radiometer channels. when properly calibrated, will have identical readings.
8.0 ALGORrniM COEFFICIENT DLTLRMINATIONS
The equations have been derived to determine brightness temperatures and calibration tests
have been performed. The external loss coefficients and leakage ratios must now be determined
using. the developed al gorithm and test results.
8.1 Determination Technique
Dev:rmination of the al;:oritltm coefficients involves an iterative process. Data recorded dur-
inks the around and airborn testing procedures is first examined and any ;gross irregularities noted
for exclusion from processing so as to avoid biasing. Six second time averuees are calctslatet' for
system normalised counts and coordinated with thermistor value temperature calculations. Ail
data is subsequently stored on ma gnetic disc media for analysis. "Piece part" data are c;ttered
into the data set by hand for each appropriate calculation.
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The coefficients are calculated in a tour pass process. First, the value of ax is determined
from the warns up data obtained in ground testing. Secondly, piece part measurements for leak-
age ratios are utilized to calculate values of T1,11, Tt:v, and/or Tt:U . The third pass calculates the
external loss coefficients utilizing piece part and ground test data. The fourth pass utilizes air-
y
L	 born test data to "tine tune" the coefficients.
8.1.1 Determination of ax
Recall the switch block input effective brightness temperature equation (5.1-21)
LW
	
Tt :i - Tt.w - 
(Tl:w
 - Tl .,C + 
Le
 - 
Lw	 +
aR i Ni - 
Ac )	 Ai
The term axi
 was seen to be a transmissivity ratio between the cold calibration signal path and
the measurement rath of interest.
aKi = Ac Ai
Let the switch block leakages be negligible (L = o) and define
Z = 1 =ft :^" + T l u.)N i 	(8.1-3)
Then
	
7"t:i - 1'1:w - Zax i 	18.1-4)
dhi i 	 dZ
Under test conditions. Tt :i is held constant and therefore:
(1T1;
thus
	
"Ri	 LIT,„	 18.1-7)
di
It is thus seen that ax is dependent upon the piiysical temperature oi' the switch block. There-
t'ure data taken durin g Warnh ur testing is descri h,tive of ax.
14
An initial value of aR is determined from a plot of ITri - Tl . w ) vs, IT I ;W - Tt , (,-) N i. If the
warm up characteristic is a linear relationship, the slope of the plotted line will be alt . Figures
8-1. 8-2. and 8-3 are the graphic determination of aR
 for the 10.7, '- 1, and 37611z  systettta
respectively.
W
inspection of the data islots shows a nonlinearity during the initial warns up period. This is
particularly noticable in the 376liz systems wherein warm up time was oil
	 order of one
hour. So as to preclude Wasing due to the nonlinearity, a secondary determination method for
aR is indicated.	 II
Recalling Lquation (8.1-5). it is seen that aRi is directly proportional to dT t , i /dTt ,V . Also
recall Equation (8.1-0),  which implies a plot of brightness temperatures during the radiometer
system warn up should tract: the target temperature being; observed regardless of the system
physical temperature changes (i.e.. %lopes of two plots should be equal). The values of a R
 deter-
mined in Figures 8-1. 8-2. and 8-3 are used as initial values to plot T t , i = Ttw• - (-T,.( , + Tt.w
aki \ i
 versus time. Simultaneously. Ttar,xt and T t w are plotted versus time. Thw value of aR is
varied around that previously determined and plots are made of T t i vs. time. A value of a R
 be-
in g, that value which causes the plot of T ti versus time to most closely track T target versus time,
ti.e., the two plots have equal slopes).
Vigure 8-4 illustrates this plotting procedure for the 37GIlz vertical polarization channel.
ti.l.'Leakase Coefficients Determination t Cnur
Leafa ge ratio. calculated from piece part nuasurvine nts were the sole means of determining
values for the leakage coefficients defined in the calibration Vquation.
S.1.3 Lxterinal Loss Coefficients
The hansar tests, in which tine various components are tested by allowin g their respective
heaters to cycle while ,,ii other comlxments and taigas are held at constant temperatures. are
4	
used to calculate the external lo+s coctfictents.
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Recall Equation (S.I-la) which describes the effect of the external losses on the incident
brightness temperature:
Tt:d =a4a3a2,%t TI, +( 1 - a4 ) a3 a2 a t t4 +0 - Ac 3 )a2 01 t t 3 +0 - a2 ) a t t2 +(1 -a t )t t	(8.1-8)
A value for Tt :R is calculated from the test data using the previously determined coefficient values
Of aR and 4m. With all variables held constant except t i , the physical temperature associated
with the waveguide loss term (* I ). the value of a t may be calculated.
As t t varies, so will T t:R vary. Algebraic manipulation shows that
at = 1 - ATt: d JAt t	 (8.1-9)
Similarly by holding all variables constant with the exception of t 2 it is seen that:
a_ = 1 - (ATt:g/At 2 ) a t	(8.1-10)
Having previously determined a value for a t , a, is calculable. Likewise:
03 = l - (ATt , d /At 3 ) a_a t	(8.1-11)
and
a4 = I - (6Tt : jj ,"At4 ) a3 a2 0 t	 (8.1-12)
Niece part measurements are utilized for determination of the external loss coefficients when the
variations in physical component temperature during the hangar tests are insignificant and./or
signal variation due to this physical temperature change is insignificant. la-as-much-as neither
the antenna nor the radomes have heaters the hangar test procedures will not yield the requisite
variations to determine values of a, and a4 . These two loss coefficients are determined from
piece hart measurements (Section 7.2.1).
The calculation procedure noted in Section 7...1 is modified for determining radome lass
in-as-much-as the radome is tested utilizing the complete radiometer system. Two equations
arc known, one each for the radome in place ("on'*) and radome removed
1y
TON = a4a TB +(l - a4 ) at4 + L	 (8. I-I 3)
r	 Tort: = a TB + L	 (8.1-14)r
wherr
C( = %*2 04 	 (8.1-15a)
L = (l - a3 )012 a 1 t3 + ( I - a2 ) a t t2 + ( 1 - a t ) t t	 (8.1-15b)
t4
 = ambient temperature at time of test
The target is identical in both test conditions. The equations are thus solved for T B
 and equated.
%a
Terms are rearranged and solution for a4 is determined:
TON - a t4 - L
a4 =
Tot: t, - a t4
 - L
(8.1-16)
Where Toy; and Tot t: are calculated from the test data using the previously determined coefficient
values of aft and .Cron
8. 1 .4 -[Ine Tuning" the Coefficient Determination(s)
As noted in Section 7.2.2.2 wingover maneuvers are made periodically throughout the ex-
periment flight series. The radiometers view the cosmic background radiation of ?.7°K. This
establishes a good cold target for the radiometers to be calibrated against.
The wingover data is utilized as a check for the algorithm utilizing coefficients determined
in prior testing. Should there b; a discrepancy between calculated brightness temperature during
the wingover and the predicted '.7°K. the wingover data is used to "Fine tune" the coefficient
value which is considered to h • ►ve the gre.Sest potential determination error.
Given the test data valuts, a known target ( T 11 ), and all but one coefficient, the algorithm
equation niay be sol ved for rite unknown loss coefficient.
Figure 8-5 illustrates file iterative process used in determining the equation coefficients for
the 37( lz vertical polari.ation channel.
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8.2 System Coefficient Determination
Each radiometer system's loss coefficients were determined from different subsets of the
test data. Table 8-1 summarizes the test(s) used in determining the system loss coefficients.
Table 8-1
System Waveguide Radome Antenna Ferrite
10.7 Piece Part Wingover Piece Part Piece Part
21 Hangar N!A Piece Part Piece Part
21 Uplook Piece Part N/A High Altitudes* Piece Part
37 Hangar N/A Wingover Piet,: Part
37 Uplook Hangar N/A Piece Part Piece Part
I *NOI`F: Wlicn at hied altitude, the uplookute radlon»ters we W,.:tCt wsmlc bici wound at 2.70K.I
8.2.1 10.7GHz Radiometer System
The 10.7GHz radiometer waveguide transmissivities were high enough that the hangar cali-
bration tests were not used since changes in heater temperatures .had no discernable effect on the
output calculated radiances, T i :i . Therefor., piece—part mcasurennents were used to obtain these
values. The antenna transnnissivitics were also determined using piece—part measurements.
The 10.7GHL radiometer posed a special problem since there is a radonne in the system.
The Radome onoff tuts were seemed useless when calculated loss coefficients were found to be
unreasonably large (approximately two orders of magnitude). Therefore, wingover data was cnn-
ployed to determine the radome loss coefficient.
8.2.2 21GHL Radiometer System
The waveguides of the 21 GHz system were sufficiently lossy that corresponding loss coeffi-
dents could be determined using. the hangar heater measurements. Some error can be expected
in the aR term since the 21 Gliz warm—up is fairly quick. therefore. the data used to determine
aR is not in large supply. Wingovers were used as a cold target test to fine—tune the transnnissivity
y,
.a
ratio, &R . However, since the waveguide transmissivi ties were calculated from hangar measure-
ment which included equations that contained the transmissivity ratio, QR , these loss coefficients
are recalculated using the new transmissivity ratio term.
8.2.3 21 GHz Uplook Radiometer System
The 21 GHz Uplook waveguide transmissivity used in the algorithm was taken from piece-
part measurements. Piece-part measurement* of antenna loss yielded a value that was questioli:,d
as possibly being too low, hence, the high-altitude portions of a randomly chosen flight was used
as a calibration test with space as a cold target ('-.7°K) to determine a value for the antenna
transmissivity.
8.2.4 37GHz and 37GHz Uplook Radiometer Systems
The 37GHz and 37GHz Uplook radiometers have the same receiver „) the two systems are
treated as one. Since the 37GHz hot load has the longest, close to an hour, warm-up period
sufficient data is available to determine the transmissivity ratio with sonic confidence. Waveguide
components were so lossy that the hangar measurements Were used to determine their transmiss-
ivities. Antenna losses, as seen from piece-part measurements, were large. however, changes in
antenna temperature during testing were not large enough that effects of these changes were
evident in plotted radiances. Therefore, the piece-part measurements of antenna transmissivitics
were used initially.
Again, the wingover data set was used to tine tune the antenna loss coefficient for the 37
GHz radiometer system to achieve a good set of calculated brightness temperatures. High-
altitude data analysis for :he 37Gilz Uplook radiometer system using previously determined co-
efficients yielded consistent good results, therefore no further modification of the loss coefficients
was necessary.
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8.3 Algorithm Coefficients Summary
Table 8 compares the calculated (system) transmissivity coefficients with those determined
during piece-part measurements.
Table 8-3 lists the leakage coefficients.
Table 8-4 lists the external loss coefficients.
Table 8
SNIMR Simulator Transmissivity Coefficients
Calculated vs. Piecepart Coefficients
E:Iement/Channel 10.761-lz 21 CHz 376HzSystem/Piecepart System%Piecepart System /Piece part
a^ H - 0 0.88 0.87 0.93 0.89Cabin	
c(I V 7 0.92 0.85 0.89 0.83
WG	 a i UP N/A N, f . 0.87 0.87 0.82 0.78
Sled	 a, H - 0.97 N/A N; A N/A N/A
a,W(^ V - 0.94 N/A N/A N/A NA
a, UP NIA N N/A N/A N'A N/A
a= H - 0.83 0.88 O.t?6 0.58 0.59
Antenna az V - 0.90 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.81
az UP N;'A N, A 0.83 0.83 0.60 0.59
a4 H 0.83 - N'A N/A N;`A N/A
Raaume a3 V 0.93 - N/A NA N/A N/A
Q4 UP N'A N/A N/A N/A VA N/A
alt 11 0.04 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.97 0.89
as \' 0.94 0.43 0.90 0.92 0.95 0.83
a lt UP NA N;'A 0.96 0.44 0.95 0.87
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Table 8-3
Leakage Coefficients x 100
Coefficient 10.7 21 2 1 UP 37 37UP
Lvtt 0.354 0.000 N/A 0.165 N/A
4H 3.100 0.588 NIA 3.554 N/A
ICU" N/A N/A N/A NIA 0.165
.CHv 0.371 0.091 N/A 0.146 N/A
-C( 1.206 2.36(1 N/A 0.512 N/A
LUV NIA N'A N.'A N/A 0.146
111C 0.41 8 0.710 N; A 0.880 N/A
XVC 0.184 0.850 NA 1.110 N/A
4C N 'A %•'A 0.801) N/A 2.840
LUU N A N. A NIA N/A 0.091
1% . L. N A N,'A N A N/A 0.274
L(V N A N'A 2.05 N/A 0.183
Table 8-4
External Loss Coefficients
Coefficient
10.7 11 37
N v 11 v UP N v tip
aR 0.44 0.94 0.90 0.90 0.96 0.97 0.95 0.95
a^ 0.65 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.59 0.54 0.74 0.49
C 1 0.03 0.03 0.1 0.08 0.13 0.07 0.11 0.18
C, 0.03 0.06 N/A NiA NA N/A N/A N/A
C 3 0.15 0.09 0.11 0.16 0.28 0.39 0.15 0.33
C; 0.14 0.06 N/A N/A NA N/A N/A N/A 
NA N/A N'A NA 0.88 0.8' 0.8' 0.82
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9.0 ALGORITHM VERIFICATION
9.1 Calibration Data Anomalies
9.1.1 Cold Calibration Target
Liquid nitrogen filled targets were instrumental in the planning of the ground-based two-
	 t
point calibration measurement plan (Section 7.2.2.1).
The targets to be used in the tests had originally been intended as a quick look calibration
target wherein the target was flooded with liquid nitrogen and a data set taken. total test time
approximately 5 minutes. The extended testing planned (3 to 5 hours) dictated modifications to
the target: (1) a layer of insulating foam as closure to the system to preclude condensation and
icing, (2) continual filling with LN, to assure the microwave absorber being immersed. Calcula-
tions showed the target would have an effective beightness temperature of approximately 100°K.
A platinum sensor was placed in the target material as a temperature/LN 2
 level monitor.
Initial plotting of the receiver output radiances displayed variances in the target temperature.
Additionally, identical tests performed at different times (e.g., pre—flight AMES and post—flight
AMES) had widely varying radiances.
These radiance variances are attributed to frost and liquid water build up on the target sur-
face. AMES' relative humidity was high during the testing periods (close proximity to San Fran-
cisco Bay) and the target surface was less than dew point temperature thus condensation occurred
in spite of the insulation foam closure.
Calculations were performed with the finished algorithm to determine the LN, target bright-
ness temperatures. The resultant variance was in a range of 110°K to 140°K.
In light of the unpredictable value of the target brightness temperature, the data taken dur-
ing the hangar calibration testing with the LN, targets was not utilized in the algorithm coefficient
determinations. Data obtained during high altitude flights and wing over maneuvers was substitu-
ted as the cold calibration target data for the coefficient determination effort.
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Future two-point calibration testing using a cryogenic temperature target will require develop-
ment of a target which will not be disturbed by condensation and frosting.
9,1.2 Ambient Calibration Target
The duration of a single calibration test series was usually 1 to 2 hours with several test
series run in a row. The ambient temperature Nµ; ;Manually recorded at the beginning and end-
ing of each series and a linear temperature change assumed between the two measurements. This
infr,:quent monitoring gives rise to uncertainty of the t •ue target temperature at any given time
during the testing period. This can be noted in thr plotted brightness temperatures (values cal-
culated from the algorithm) as compared to the linearly represented target temperature plots.
The uplooking window mounted radiometer systems present an additional uncertainty in
target temperature. An ambient target was utilized for testing. It was noted in the data analysis
that the radiance more closely tracked the antenna physical temperature than the ambient tem-
perature. It has been suggested the true temperature of the target lies between the recorded am-
bient and antenna temperatures in as much as the target may absorb heat from the antenna due
to the antenna waveguide heater system operation. Therefore, in the algorithm coefficient
determinations, the calculated brightness temperatures were forced to fall between the recorded
ambient and antenna temperatures.
9.1.3 Component Level ("Piece Part") Testing VSWR Effects
As seen in Section 7.2.1, the transmissivity of a given component is obtained from the
ratio of a set of measurements taken with and without the test component in place in the radiom-
eter system.
a= 
V(;	 V .01H	
(9-1)
V VAM0
Where a = component transmissivity
Vu = cold target system output voltage with component in place
N' = cold target system output voltage with component removed
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Nit tMIAW's-T
VANtg = warm target system output voltage
As seen in Section 6, variance in the input VSWR to the radiometer system will directly
effect the system operation characteristics and therefore system output voltage. The component
being tested will cause a variance ir, the system input VSWR. It can be seen that
irGl
a s ( r i
where a = "true" component transmissivity
aG = measured component transmissivity per method of Section 1.2.1
rG = system input VSWR with component in system
r = system input VSWR without component in system
Dependent upon the phase and magnitude relationships of the system input VSWRs, the true
component transmissivity may vary from that measured.
9.1.4 Waveguide Heater, 21 GHr. Vertical Channel
The 21 GHz radiometer system exhibited an instrument anomaly, when the vertical channel
waveguide heater was operational the system output radiance rose approximately 6°K. This rise
is constant throughout the cycling of the heater and is presented in all processed data. In as
much as the wavcguide heater is operational during all data flights. b°K is subtracted :rom the
algorithm derived brightness temperature for the 21 WU vertical polarized channel.
9'- Algorithm N'crification
Figure 9-1 illustrates the S.%F%FR Simulator system outputs alter being run through the algor-
ithin as developed in this document. The data plotted in Figure 9-1 are representative portions
of the ground based ("hangar") calibration tests. It is noted that the algorithm derived brightness
temperatures are in very close agreement with the measured target temperatures in all systems as
the system operating conditions and physical temperatures are varied.
s:
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37GHz
A Ankle H V	 A
6 4.6 42.8 152.8 157.3	 4.5
5	 2.1 44.0 154.8 157.8	 3.0
,5	 1.1 449 153.3 157.6	 4.3
3 3.7
9 4.0
2 0.8 45.1 168.3 155.6	 12.7
= 4.4 46.3 165.4 1525.1	 7.3
. y	..5
8 0.6 43.6 249.1 243.9	 5.0
The aircraft 45° bank turns remain as the primary sour,.v of Cata for verification of the
olownlookir.g radiometer system's algorithms. As noted in Section 7.2.2.2, the 45° bank turns
permit the downlooking radiometer systems to be nadir viewing which negates all polarization
effects. Thus, the algorithm -hould provide equivalency between the horizontal and vertical
channel calculated brightness temperatures. Table 9-1 presents calculated brightness temperatures
for three series of 45° bank turns, two over open ocean and one over ice (Pond Inlet).
Dependent upon the seaAce conditions at the time of the test run and the radiometer sys-
tem's NEAT. a difference of '_°K to 4°K between the algorithm's calculated brightness tempera-
turns for the horizontal and vertical channels is expected. The 21 GHz and 37GHz radiometer
systems show good consistency/matching between the two chanricK i.e., within the expected
included in the algorithm development. It is postulated that the 10.7GHz antenna system has
antenna pattern perturbations (decreased beam efficiency, channel cross polarization) which are
at least an order of magnitude greater than in the 21 GHz and 37GHz antenna systems. a suffi-
cient value to require inclusion in the algorithm. Work is being undertaken to include antenna
performance in the algorithm and will be reported at a later time.
Though sets of high altitude and 90° wingover data have been utilized in determining the
algorithm coefficient values, a good check of the model/algorithm is the consistency of the
brightness temperatures calculated from these data. In as much as flight conditions and thereby
instrument environment conditions vary, the consistent values for the calculated brightness tem-
peratures seen in Tables 9-2 thru 9-6 illustrate the accuracy of the model and coefficients.
Table 9-2
SMMR Simulator Calibration
High-Altitude Calculations/ Fall 1978 Mission
211 f
Mean 2.873
Variance 0.827(Mean)
Variance 0.8445('-.7)
21 GHz Uplooker
Channel Day Time Calculated TB
21 GHz 254 43214 3.542
21 GHz 254 43614 4.399
21 GHz 254 44014 3.299
21 GHz 254 44414 3.700
21 GHz 254 44814 2.459
21 GHz 254 45 214 2.624
21 GHz 254 45614 3.892
21 GHz 254 50014 1.7511
21 Gtiz 254 50414 3.335
21 GHz 254 50814 2.313
21 GHz 254 51214 2.072
-I GHz 254 51614 1.959
21 GHz 254 52914 2.204
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Table 9-3
SMMR Simulator Calibration
High-Altitude Calculations/Fall 1978 Mission
37t I
Mean 2.464
Variance 1.078(Mean)
Variance 1.103(2.7)
37GHz Uplooker
Channel Day Time Calculated TB
37GHz 254 43214 2.731
37GHz 254 44014 2.708
37GHz 254 44414 2.469
37GHz 254 44814 4.'97
37GHz 254 45214 2.167
37GHz 254 45614 4.066
37 GHz 254 50414 0.728
37GHz _154 50814 0.927
37 GHz 254 51614 2.372
37GHz 254 52920 2.178
Table 9-4
SMMR Simulator Calibration
10.761-1z Wingover Calculations/ Fall 1978 Mission
10.7 H V
Mean 2.732 2.791
Variance 2.38-1 1.454(Mean)
Variar,". 382' 1.355('_.7)
Channel Day Calculated TB
10.7GHz H 181 3.157
V 181 0.568
10.7GHz H 223 5.382
V 223 2.099
10.7GY.z H 254 4.208
V 254 1.591
10.7GHz H 258 3.232
V 258 4.208
10.7GHz H 259 3.580
i	 V 259 4.581
10.7GHz H 264 2.230
V 264 3.642
10.76Hz H 303 -2.663
V 303 2.846
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Table 9-5
SMMR Simulator Calibration
'—1 GHz Wingover Calculations/ Fall 1978 Mission
W
W :	a
21.0 H V
Mean 2.931 2.756
Variance 2,665 2.199(Mean)
Variance 2,675 2.197(-'.7)
Channel Day Calculated Tg
21 GHz H 223 4.323
V 223 4.367
21 GHz H 254 6.550
V 254 4.934
21 GHz H 258 5.650
V 258 5.266
21 GHz H 259 3.996
V 259 3.152
21 GHz H 264 3.134
V 264 2.152
21 Gliz H 208 -0.815
V 298 -0.803
21 C;lir.	 14 209 1.393
V 299 1.025
21 Gliz H 301 -0.082
V 301 0.64'_
2l Gliz If 303 0.305
V 303 0.298
21 Gllz H 313 0.327
V 313 1.513
21 (if lz	 It 322 4.274
V 322 3.961
21 (if 1z H 323 6.8.11
323 0.570
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37.0 H V
Mean 2.666 2.838
Variance 2.227 1.830(Mean)
Variance
-11-27 ... 1.835(2.7)
Table 9-6
SMMR Simulator Calibration
37GHz Wingover Calculations/Fall 1978 Mission
Channel nay Calculated TB
37GHz H 192 2.558
V 192 2.269
37GHz H 223 -0.991
V 223 2.783
37GHz H 258 1.963
V 258 5.153
37GHz H 259 5.652
V 259 3.088
37GHz H 264 4.901
V 264 5.188
37GHz H 298 1.609
V 298 -0.659
37GHz H 299 3.4j2
V 299 1.144
37GHz H 301 -0.304
V 301 1.992
37GHz H 303 5.182
V 303 4.58_'
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